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parison of developing a new licensing
examination independent of the national
examination. On June 24, BLA reported
that the cost of administering CLARB's
UNE, not including the costs of the
supplemental California exam and exam
administration costs, would be $144,000
in 1992, $154,000 in 1993, and $165,000
in 1994. The rough estimates given to
BLA by an exam contractor of the cost
of developing, administering, and scor-
ing a new BLA examination were
$150,000-$175,000 for 1992,
$159,000-$185,000 for 1993, and
$168,540-$196,680 for 1994.
On July 15, the Northern California
Chapter of the American Council of
Landscape Architects conveyed to BLA
its unanimous recommendation that
BLA "continue to participate fully in
CLARB and continue to use the UNE
examination plus the California section
added to the examination. Further, the
board should continue to press for ex-
amination improvements." The organi-
zation noted that CLARB conducted its
task analysis in direct response to
California's concerns, and has indi-
cated that it will revise its exam based
on the task analysis results; national
reciprocity is very important to many
landscape architects; and use of the UNE
would probably be less expensive than
BLA's preparation of its own exam. Fi-
nally, the group noted: "We consider it
unwise to repeat the experience of the
architects when the State withdrew from
NCARB, and eventually returned to the
NCARB process." (See CRLR Vol. 9,
No. 2 (Spring 1989) pp. 44-45 for a
description of the Board of Architec-
tural Examiners' unsuccessful experi-
ment in administering its own exam.)
Thus, after considering CLARB's
task analysis and its representation that
it would periodically repeat hat proce-
dure, PSI's analysis of California land-
scape architecture-which, the Board
agreed, generally matches the CLARB
analysis, and the cost estimates, BLA
voted at its August meeting to enter into
a one-year contract with CLARB for
the new UNE examination which will
be provided by CLARB in June 1992.
Proposed Regulatory Action. BLA
recently announced its plans to amend
sections 2610, 2649, and 2671, Title 16
of the CCR. BLA's proposed change to
section 2649 would increase the Board's
examination application fee from $325
to $425, and increase the fee for an
original license certificate from $300
to $400; the proposed fees constitute
the maximum amounts authorized by
Business and Professions Code section
5681. The Board's proposed amend-
ments to section 2671 would require
that a landscape architect include his/
her name and the words "landscape ar-
chitect" in all public presentments. Fi-
nally, BLA proposes to amend section
2610 to change the deadline for filing
an application for the licensing exam
from the current requirement of at least
ninety days prior to the date of the ex-
amination to on or before March 15 of
the year in which the application is
made. The Board was scheduled to hold
a public hearing on these proposed
amendments on October 18.
In other regulatory action, BLA sub-
mitted an important rulemaking pack-
age to the Office of Administrative Law
(OAL) on September 16. The Board's
repeal of existing section 2620, adop-
tion of new sections 2620 and 2620.5,
and amendment of section 2649 will
clarify the educational and experience
requirements necessary to sit for BLA's
licensing exam and increase selected
fees. (See CRLR Vol. 11, No. 3 (Sum-
mer 1991) p. 82; Vol. 11, No. 2 (Spring
1991) p. 79; and Vol. 11, No. 1 (Win-
ter 1991) pp. 65-66 for background
information.)
ASLA Requests Regulatory Deter-
mination. The August 9 California
Regulatory Notice Register contained a
notice of a request for regulatory deter-
mination submitted to OAL by the
American Society of Landscape Archi-
tects (ASLA). Specifically, ASLA ques-
tions BLA's policy which allows appli-
cants for its licensing test o qualify for
the examination by meeting either edu-
cation or experience requirements. OAL
will determine if this policy is a "regu-
lation" as defined in Government Code
section 11342(b), and thus subject to
the requirements of the Administrative
Procedure Act. OAL was scheduled to
make this determination by October 23.
LEGISLATION:
The following is a status update on
bills reported in detail in CRLR Vol. 11,
No. 3 (Summer 1991) at page 82:
AB 1893 (Lancaster), as amended
August 19, authorizes BLA to adopt
guidelines for the delegation of its au-
thority to grade the examinations of
licensure applicants to any vendor un-
der contract o the Board. This bill was
signed by the Governor on October 7
(Chapter 654, Statutes of 1991).
AB 1996 (Campbell). Under exist-
ing law, in any action for indemnity or
damages arising out of the professional
negligence of a person licensed as a
professional architect, engineer, or land
surveyor, the plaintiff's attorney is re-
quired to attempt to obtain consultation
with at least one professional architect,
engineer, or land surveyor who is not a
party to the action; the attorney is then
required to file specified certifications.
As introduced March 8, this bill would
specify that these provisions also apply
to actions arising out of the professional
negligence of landscape architects. This
bill is pending in the Assembly Judi-
ciary Committee.
SB 173 (Bergeson). Under existing
law, state and local agency heads may
contract for specified services based on
demonstrated competence and profes-
sional qualifications rather than com-
petitive bidding. As introduced January
14, this bill would add landscape archi-
tectural services to the list of specified
services. This bill is pending in the Sen-
ate Transportation Committee.
RECENT MEETINGS:
At BLA's August 2 meeting, the
Board agreed to pursue legislation which
would allow BLA to mandate the inclu-
sion of the license expiration date on all
official stamps; legally define the term
"landscape architect"; and authorize
BLA to mandate continuing education.
FUTURE MEETINGS:
December 6 in Sacramento.
January 17 in Burbank.
MEDICAL BOARD
OF CALIFORNIA




The Medical Board of California
(MBC) is an administrative agency
within the state Department of Con-
sumer Affairs (DCA). The Board, which
consists of twelve physicians and seven
nonphysicians appointed to four-year
terms, is divided into three autonomous
divisions: Licensing, Medical Quality,
and Allied Health Professions.
The purpose of MBC and its three
divisions is to protect the consumer from
incompetent, grossly negligent, unli-
censed, or unethical practitioners; to
enforce provisions of the Medical Prac-
tice Act (California Business and Pro-
fessions Code section 2000 et seq.); and
to educate healing arts licensees and the
public on health quality issues. The
Board's regulations are codified in Di-
vision 13, Title 16 of the California
Code of Regulations (CCR).
The functions of the individual divi-
sions are as follows:
MBC's Division of Licensing (DOL)
is responsible for issuing regular, lim-
ited, and probationary licenses and cer-
tificates under the Board's jurisdiction;
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administering the Board's continuing
medical education program; approving
undergraduate and graduate medical
education programs for physicians; and
administering physician and surgeon
examinations.
The Division of Medical Quality
(DMQ) reviews the quality of medical
practice carried out by physicians and
surgeons. This responsibility includes
enforcement of the disciplinary and
criminal provisions of the Medical Prac-
tice Act. It also includes the suspension,
revocation, or limitation of licenses af-
ter the conclusion of disciplinary ac-
tions. The division operates in conjunc-
tion with fourteen Medical Quality
Review Committees (MQRC) estab-
lished on a geographic basis throughout
the state. Committee members are phy-
sicians, other health professionals, and
lay persons assigned by DMQ to review
matters, hear disciplinary charges
against physicians, and receive input
from consumers and health care provid-
ers in the community.
The Division of Allied Health Pro-
fessions (DAHP) directly regulates five
non-physician health occupations and
oversees the activities of eight other
examining committees and boards which
license non-physician certificate hold-
ers under the jurisdiction of the Board.
The following allied health professions
are subject to the jurisdiction of DAHP:
acupuncturists, audiologists, hearing aid
dispensers, medical assistants, physical
therapists, physical therapist assistants,
physician assistants, podiatrists, psy-
chologists, psychological assistants, reg-
istered dispensing opticians, research
psychoanalysts, speech pathologists, and
respiratory care practitioners.
DAHP members are assigned as liai-
sons to one or two of these boards or
committees, and may also be assigned
as liaisons to a board regulating a re-
lated area such as pharmacy, optometry,
or nursing. As liaisons, DAHP mem-
bers are expected to attend two or three
meetings of their assigned board or com-
mittee each year, and to keep the Divi-
sion informed of activities or issues
which may affect the professions under
the Medical Board's jurisdiction.
MBC's three divisions meet together
approximately four times per year, in
Los Angeles, San Diego, San Francisco,
and Sacramento. Individual divisions
and subcommittees also hold additional
separate meetings as the need arises.
On August 13, Governor Wilson an-
nounced three new appointments to
MBC. Dr. Clarence Avery of Oakland
was appointed to DMQ; Avery, 65, is
currently on staff at the Veterans Home
of California in Yountville. Dr. Michael
Weisman of Del Mar, also appointed
to DMQ, is a professor of medicine at
the UCSD School of Medicine. Finally,
Dr. Robert del Junco of Whittier was
appointed to DOL. Del Junco, 34, is
currently in private practice in Orange.
The terms for these positions expire on
June 1, 1995, and all require Senate
confirmation.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
DMQ Implementation of SB 2375
and Auditor General's Recommenda-
tions. At its September meeting, DMQ
reviewed Board actions to implement
recommendations made by the Office
of the Auditor General (OAG) in a re-
port on MBC's complaint processing
system. Completed in April 1991, the
OAG report reviews MBC's implemen-
tation of SB 2375 (Presley), a 37-part
physician discipline system reform bill
recently enacted by the legislature
(Chapter 1597, Statutes of 1990). (See
CRLR Vol. I1, No. 3 (Summer 1991)
pp. 82-84; Vol. 11, No. 2 (Spring 1991)
pp. 81-82; and Vol. 11, No. 1 (Winter
1991) pp. 66-67 for extensive back-
ground information on SB 2375 and the
OAG report.)
Among other things, SB 2375 re-
quires the Board to set a goal that by
January 1, 1992, it will complete in-
vestigations within an average of six
months from receipt of the complaint.
After studying a sample of MBC com-
plaint cases resolved from December
1989 through November 1990, OAG
concluded that this goal would be ex-
ceeded by eight months. A major cause
of DMQ's failure to meet SB 2375's
timeframe is the fact that it took an
average of 117 days for a case to be
assigned to an investigator. Of the 312
cases examined by OAG, 70 (22%)
were unassigned for six months or
longer. Cases remained unassigned be-
cause supervisors believed their inves-
tigative staff were working at maximum
caseload capacity. To reduce the time
taken to investigate cases, OAG rec-
ommended that the Board evaluate its
investigators' caseload to determine the
optimal level enabling them to com-
plete investigations more promptly, and
to seek staffing commensurate with that
level.
Toward this end, DMQ Enforcement
Chief Vern Leeper reported that the
Board's recommendation for additional
investigative staff was supported in the
Governor's fiscal year 1991-92 budget.
Fourteen new investigators and ten sup-
port positions were approved. To date,
ten of the investigator positions have
been filled and the remaining four posi-
tions were to be filled by November 1.
According to Executive Director Ken
Wagstaff, these additional staff mem-
bers should allow the Board to reduce
investigator caseloads from the 27-29
reported by OAG to about 23 cases per
investigator. MBC believes that by early
1992, this reduction should facilitate
completion of investigations within an
average of six months from the date a
decision is made to investigate. How-
ever, as noted in OAG's report, SB 2375
requires the Board to establish a goal of
completing its investigation of cases in
an average of six months from receipt
of the complaint, not from the unspeci-
fied point at which DMQ decides a com-
plaint is worthy of formal investigation.
Leeper contends that time consumed in
preliminary activities such as obtaining
records should not be included in SB
2375's six-month investigation period.
Pursuant o a decision DMQ made at its
May meeting, DMQ staff plans to seek
legislation to "clarify" this six-month
goal during 1992.
At their September meetings, both
DMQ and the full Board were addressed
by Health Quality Enforcement Section
(HQES) Chief Al Korobkin. Created by
SB 2375, HQES is a unit within the
Attorney General's Office which spe-
cializes in prosecuting medical disci-
pline cases. HQES' goal is to file accu-
sations against physicians within sixty
days of receipt of a completed investi-
gation from MBC. However, OAG
found that HQES attorneys usually
spend over 200 days preparing an accu-
sation. Korobkin explained that he new
unit has been deluged with a substantial
backlog of investigated cases which
must be prosecuted. The fact that HQES
is severely understaffed is one cause of
this backlog. Because of an error in
calculating the number of attorney po-
sitions needed to process medical disci-
pline cases, HQES failed to obtain ad-
equate attorney staffing at the outset
when it was created on January 1, 1991.
Korobkin discovered that HQES' staff-
ing needs, which should have been cal-
culated based on the average number of
hours required to prosecute an MBC
case in recent years (102 hours) were
instead based on the average number of
hours to prosecute all administrative
cases for the Department of Consumer
Affairs (36.6 hours). Because of the mis-
calculation, HQES is currently autho-
rized a staff of only 29 attorneys and
paralegals.
At the September meeting, Korobkin
announced that HQES will be seeking
31 additional staff positions, including
twenty permanent attorney positions,
seven limited-term attorney positions
for 36 months, and four paralegals, and
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is requesting the increase for fiscal year
1992-93. The total annual cost of add-
ing the new positions to HQES will be
approximately $4 million. In addition,
HQES is asking the Department of Fi-
nance for revenue to immediately staff
as many of those 31 positions as soon as
possible, based on the amount of money
MBC has budgeted for Attorney Gen-
eral services.
MBC staff announced other actions
taken in response to OAG's recommen-
dations. For example, DMQ intends to
seek legislative action in 1992 authoriz-
ing it to take disciplinary action against
a physician who fails to provide re-
quested medical records within a rea-
sonable time. In response to OAG's find-
ing that DMQ lacks clear criteria for
closing cases with and without merit,
the Board agreed to review and clarify
those criteria. Finally, Board staff stated
that its revised consumer services rep-
resentative (CSR) desk manual, which
will cover all functions of MBC's new
Central Complaint and Investigation
Control Unit (CCICU), is scheduled for
completion by January 1992.
MBC to Raise Licensing Fees Again
to Finance Enhanced Discipline Sys-
tem. On August 1, the Office of Admin-
istrative Law (OAL) approved MBC's
amendments to sections 1351.5 and
1352, Division 13, Title 16 of the CCR.
These amendments increase the Board's
license and biennial renewal fees to
$400. (See CRLR Vol. 11, No. 3 (Sum-
mer 1991) p. 84 for background infor-
mation.) At that time, the $400 figure
represented the statutory maximum.
However, on September 3, Governor
Wilson signed AB 1553 (Filante), which
increases the statutory maximum on
MBC licensing fees to $500 biennially
(see infra LEGISLATION).
Following the September presenta-
tion by Al Korobkin which indicated
the pressing need for additional staffing
of HQES (see supra), MBC Executive
Director Ken Wagstaff proposed another
fee increase to $500 every other year,
the new statutory maximum under AB
1553, to be effective April 1, 1992.
Wagstaff also recommended that the
Board sponsor legislation to raise the
statutory cap to $600; Wagstaff ex-
plained that he increase to $500 bienni-
ally will not be enough to sustain HQES
through 1994 (when the backlog is ex-
pected to subside) and enable MBC to
maintain two months' worth of operat-
ing expenses in its reserve fund, as re-
quired by statute.
After much discussion and some op-
position to continually raising licensing
fees to meet funding obligations with
no long-term plan, the full Board voted
to commence another rulemaking pro-
ceeding to raise MBC's licensure and
biennial renewal fees to $500, effective
April 1, 1992. Staff was directed to pub-
lish the regulatory proceeding and
schedule a public hearing for the Board's
November meeting, look into the need
for legislation to raise the statutory cap
to $600 biennially, investigate alterna-
tives to raising licensing fees (such as a
cost recovery mechanism or a system of
fines for minor violations), and draft a
letter to physicians explaining the rea-
sons for the fee increases to be reviewed
at the November meeting.
Other Discipline System Issues. In
addition to establishing investigation
deadlines and creating the HQES, SB
2375 (Presley) added Government Code
section 11529, permitting DMQ to is-
sue an interim order suspending a li-
cense or imposing drug testing, con-
tinuing education, supervision of
procedures, or other license restrictions.
As of its September meeting, DMQ had
applied the new provision to suspend
the licenses of four physicians without
having to go to court for a temporary
restraining order.
SB 2375 also added section 802.5 to
the Business and Professions Code, re-
quiring all coroner's offices to report
findings indicating that a death may have
been the result of gross negligence or
incompetence by a licensed physician
or podiatrist. It also provides more pro-
tection to coroner informants. Before
January 1, 1991, informants were
granted conditional immunity from dam-
ages, if the informant reasonably be-
lieved that the information was true and
acted in good faith and without malice.
Under SB 2375, coroner informants
have absolute immunity. MBC will ac-
cept all coroner reports regardless of
the qualification of the informant.
SB 2375 also added sections 803.5
and 803.6 to the Business and Profes-
sions Code, requiring district attorneys,
city attorneys, or other prosecuting at-
torneys to notify the appropriate licens-
ing agency any time felony charges are
filed against a physician or podiatrist.
To implement these new laws, MBC
has mailed a notice regarding the new
reporting requirements to all prosecu-
tors and coroner's officers.
Implementation of SB 2036. SB
2036 (McCorquodale) (Chapter 1660,
Statutes of 1990) amended Business and
Professions Code section 651 to pro-
vide that a physician licensed by MBC
may include a statement in his/her ad-
vertising that he/she is certified or eli-
gible for certification by a private or
public board or parent association if
that board or association is a member of
the American Board of Medical Spe-
cialties (ABMS), a board or association
with equivalent requirements approved
by MBC, or a board or association with
an Accreditation Council for Graduate
Medical Education (ACGME) approved
postgraduate training (PGT) program
that provides complete training in that
specialty or subspecialty.
For the past several months, DOL
has been drafting and revising proposed
regulations to guide its approval of spe-
cialty/subspecialty boards for purposes
of physician advertising. On July 12 in
Los Angeles and August 16 in San
Francisco, DOL held public hearings
to receive comments on its draft regu-
lations to implement SB 2036. (See
CRLR Vol. 11, No. 3 (Summer 1991)
pp. 86-87 for detailed background in-
formation on the draft regulations.) The
draft rules were subsequently revised
to address these comments, which in-
cluded the following.
First, several witnesses expressed
concern that the draft regulations allow
a physician who is eligible for certifica-
tion to so advertise. They felt that phy-
sicians who advertise board certifica-
tion should in fact be certified, and not
just eligible for certification. Although
SB 2036 appears to allow physicians
who are eligible for certification to so
advertise, the phrase "or eligible for
certification" was deleted from DOL's
draft.
Second, DOL received approxi-
mately forty comments complaining
that the initial draft requires a specific
number of years of training regardless
of the type of specialty. Because the
number of years of residency training
required for board certification in some
specialty areas is greater than others,
these witnesses maintained that requir-
ing a set number of years is irrational.
These comments also expressed con-
cern about the proposed rules' require-
ment that the residency training take
place in an institution affiliated with a
medical school. In response, the pro-
posed regulations were amended to
state that the specialty board shall re-
quire all applicants who are seeking cer-
tification to have satisfactorily com-
pleted a PGT program accredited by
the ACGME or the Canadian Council
on Medical Education (CCME) in a
specialty or subspecialty area of medi-
cine in which the physician is seeking
certification. If the training required of
applicants seeking certification by the
specialty board is other than ACGME-
or CCME-accredited PGT, then the spe-
cialty board shall have training stan-
dards equivalent in scope, content, and
duration to those of an ACGME- or
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CCME-accredited program in a related
specialty or subspecialty.
Third, several comments expressed
concern about the requirement that the
specialty board administer a 16-hour
examination and that the exam consist
of both a written and oral component.
These witnesses argued that these re-
quirements are unfair, because many
ABMS exams are not 16 hours long,
and some include only a written or oral
component, not both. The proposed
regulation was amended to read as fol-
lows: "The specialty board shall require
physicians who are seeking certifica-
tion to successfully pass a written and/
or an oral examination which tests the
applicants' knowledge and skills in the
specialty or subspecialty area of medi-
cine. All or part of the exam may be
delegated to a testing organization. The
exams shall be a minimum of sixteen
(16) hours in length. Those specialty
boards which require, as a prerequisite
for certification, prior passage of an
ABMS exam in a related specialty or
subspecialty area, may grant up to eight
hours credit for the ABMS qualifying
board exam toward the sixteen (16) hour
testing requirement."
At its September meeting, the Board
approved the amended draft regulations
in concept, and instructed staff to com-
mence a rulemaking proceeding. The
proposed regulations were filed with
OAL on September 24, and a public
hearing before DMQ, the body which
will formally adopt the regulations, was
scheduled for November 20.
In addition, two alternatives have
been suggested for MBC's internal ad-
ministration of the specialty board ap-
plication review function. The first op-
tion is to have the specialty board apply
to DOL for approval and recognition
as a specialty board whose members
could then advertise board certification.
The second alternative would involve
DMQ staff and have an enforcement
angle. After the regulations become ef-
fective, if a physician advertises board
certification and it comes to the Board's
attention that the particular specialty
being advertised does not meet the cri-
teria established in the regulations, the
physician would be required to cease
and desist advertising board certifica-
tion and could be subject to disciplin-
ary proceedings if he/she does not.
These alternatives were scheduled for
further discussion at the November
meeting.
Proposal to Increase Required PGT
Before Licensure. For at least two
years, DOL has been considering
whether-and how-to seek legislation
which increases the postgraduate train-
ing (PGT) required for licensure from
the existing one year to two years. (See
CRLR Vol. 11, No. 3 (Summer 1991)
p. 85; Vol. 11, No. 2 (Spring 1991) pp.
82-83; and Vol. 10, No. 4 (Fall 1990)
pp. 82-83 for background information.)
Recently, DOL has been concerned not
about whether to increase the PGT re-
quirement, but how to phrase and imple-
ment it so it does not appear to be dis-
criminatory against graduates of
medical schools other than those ap-
proved by the AMA's ACGME or
Canada's CCME. When it proposed to
increase PGT to two years for all medi-
cal school graduates, DOL was con-
fronted with objections from represen-
tatives of residents at California medical
schools who pointed out that approxi-
mately 40 states permit residents with a
degree from a U.S. or Canadian ap-
proved medical school to be licensed
after only one year of PGT. DOL's re-
search also indicates that approximately
35 states require residents with a de-
gree from an unapproved school to com-
plete one or two years more than the
minimum one-year equirement.
When DOL approached Assem-
blymember William Filante last year
about sponsoring such legislation,
Filante requested that DOL instead
spend a year studying the impacts of an
increased PGT requirement and a vari-
ety of options for the imposition of ad-
ditional training for physician licensure.
Thus, under AB 3272 (Filante) (Chap-
ter 1629, Statutes of 1990), DOL is re-
quired to submit a report to the legisla-
ture on the results of its study by January
1, 1992.
At its September meeting, DOL re-
affirmed a tentative decision made at its
May meeting to seek legislation increas-
ing the PGT requirement within the fol-
lowing parameters:
-All applicants for California physi-
cian licensure must complete three years
of approved (U.S./Canadian accredited)
clinical training, one of which must be
at the postgraduate level.
-If an applicant has not completed
two years of approved clinical training
at the undergraduate level, one addi-
tional year of approved postgraduate
training must be satisfactorily completed
in order to qualify for California
licensure. (In other words, students who
do not attend ACGME/CCME-accred-
ited medical schools must complete two
years of PGT in order to be eligible for
licensure.)
-Any applicant who has completed
a minimum of one year of approved
clinical training at the postgraduate level
may be considered for a provisional li-
cense which will allow him/her to prac-
tice medicine to the extent that it is
incident to and a necessary part of the
applicant's duties as approved by the
training program. The provisional cer-
tificate would be valid until the ap-
proved clinical training requirements
have been met.
Once again, representatives of the
California Association of Interns and
Residents (CAIR) expressed concerns
about the proposal. CAIR opposes ef-
forts to increase PGT requirements for
any applicants because it does not be-
lieve DOL has demonstrated any need
for enhanced PGT or documented any
problem which would be resolved by an
increased PGT requirement. CAIR un-
successfully urged DOL to reject the
compromise proposal outlined above
until staff identifies the problem being
addressed and the effectiveness of an
increased PGT requirement in resolv-
ing that problem.
Also in September, DOL adopted
guidelines and definitions which are to
be followed by the Director of Medical
Education at a residency institution in
completing the "L3" form certifying that
an applicant has satisfactorily completed
a PGT program. (See CRLR Vol. 11,
No. 3 (Summer 1991) p. 85 and Vol.
11, No. 2 (Spring 1991) pp. 82-83 for
background information.) Specifically,
the Medical Director signing the L3
form is now declaring, under penalty
of perjury, that the licensure applicant
completed the training program "satis-
factorily," that is, "the physician per-
formed at an adequate level based on
evidence of satisfactory progressive
scholarship and professional growth in-
cluding demonstrated ability to assume
graded and increasing responsibility for
patient care."
DOL Rulemaking on Clinical Train-
ing Programs for Foreign Medical
Graduates and Students. In November
1990, DOL adopted amendments to
regulatory sections 1324 and 1325.5,
which revise the standards for DOL-
approved postgraduate clinical training
programs for foreign medical graduates
(FMGs). These amendments proved
controversial because the California
Medical Association (CMA) and every
medical school in California argued for
abolition of the so-called "section 1324
training programs," on grounds that hey
are inferior to ACGME-approved PGT
programs, exploitative in that the train-
ing facility sometimes charges the FMG
a significant amount of money (up to
$35,000) for the privilege of receiving
the training, and unnecessary in that
there are sufficient ACGME-accredited
residencies in California to accommo-
date FMGs. (See CRLR Vol. 11, No. 1
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(Winter 1991) p. 69; Vol. 10, No. 4 (Fall
1990) p. 83; and Vol. 10, Nos. 2 & 3
(Spring/Summer 1990) p. 100 for de-
tailed background information.)
On July 17, Department of Consumer
Affairs (DCA) Director Jim Conran no-
tified DOL that he was returning the
rulemaking file to DOL for submission
to OAL, but without his signature. Spe-
cifically, Conran expressed concern
about "the unanswered policy questions
and the potential injury to the public
health, safety and welfare which are
implicit in this rulemaking file." Conran
stated that the file "does not support the
significant shift in policy that was
adopted by the Division in the course of
these rulemaking proceedings," and
"does not reflect careful deliberation by
the Division of the public health, safety
and welfare issues that were raised by
various sources during the public com-
ment period."
DOL submitted the file to OAL with-
out DCA's approval. On August 19,
OAL rejected the proposed regulatory
changes, on grounds the rulemaking file
failed to comply with the necessity, au-
thority, and clarity standards of Gov-
ernment Code section 11349.1; DOL
failed to summarize and respond to all
comments made during the public com-
ment period; and the file failed to com-
ply with the procedural requirements of
the Administrative Procedure Act. While
OAL noted numerous specific deficien-
cies in the rulemaking file, OAL stated
in particular that during the course of
the rulemaking proceeding, DOL shifted
from a provision flatly prohibiting the
training facility from charging an FMG
for the training, to a provision permit-
ting the facility to charge the FMG
$5,000 for the training, to a provision
permitting the facility to charge the FMG
$6,000 for the training. OAL also tar-
geted for rejection DOL's amendment
to section 1325.5, which requires that a
director of a section 1324 training pro-
gram have an M.D. degree. OAL noted
that DOL adopted this amendment over
numerous objections that it violates
Business and Professions Code section
2435, which prohibits discrimination
against osteopaths, and found that DOL
documented no necessity for the restric-
tion. DOL plans to correct the deficien-
cies found by OAL and resubmit the
rulemaking file for approval.
At its September meeting, DOL dis-
cussed a draft amendment o regulatory
section 1327, which pertains to criteria
for DOL's approval of clinical training
programs for foreign medical students.
Existing section 1327 requires hospi-
tals in California to obtain DOL's ap-
proval before they provide clinical train-
ing to students who are matriculating in
medical schools outside the United
States and Canada. To receive DOL's
approval, the hospital must submit a
proposal to DOL's Special Programs
Committee and undergo a site visit by
one of the Committee members. The
approval is valid for one year; hospitals
must submit renewal requests if they
wish to continue offering their program.
DOL staff has found that although
the section 1327 approval process is not
complicated, "it is cumbersome enough
to discourage hospitals from complying
when they plan to train only an occa-
sional international student." Only five
hospitals in California are currently ap-
proved under section 1327. Thus, staff
proposed to amend section 1327 to ex-
empt hospitals that have a major affilia-
tion with a California medical school
and facilities with ACGME-accredited
PGT programs in the area that the stu-
dent is seeking a clinical rotation from
the requirement of submitting a pro-
posal to DOL for approval. Hospitals
with limited or no affiliation with a Cali-
fornia medical school and those with-
out ACGME-accredited training pro-
grams would still be required to obtain
the section 1327 approval.
At its September meeting, the Divi-
sion approved the draft regulatory
changes; DOL was scheduled to hold a
public hearing on the changes at its No-
vember 21 meeting.
Additional Medical Instruction Re-
quired After Failed Examinations. In
April 1990, DOL adopted guidelines,
under section 2185 of the Business and
Professions Code, outlining the addi-
tional medical instruction which license
applicants must complete after twice
failing a written or oral examination.
Data gathered by DOL staff during a
one-year period indicate that examina-
tion passage rates improved after the
additional instruction specified in the
guidelines. DOL determined that the
guidelines were effective and unani-
mously adopted them as permanent at
its September meeting.
The guidelines include the follow-
ing. After two failures of either an oral
exam, the SPEX, or FLEX Component
2, four months of full-time PGT in the
area of general medicine is required;
after four failures, twelve months of
full-time PGT is required; for each ad-
ditional two failures, one additional year
of PGT is required.
After two failures of FLEX Compo-
nent 1, a one-month full-time FLEX/
National Board review course is re-
quired; after four failures, a four-month
full-time FLEX/National Board review
course is required; for each additional
two failures, another four-month full-
time FLEX/National Board review
course is required. Also, if an applicant
was enrolled in a general medicine PGT
program in another state, training com-
pleted for the number of months speci-
fied above would be accepted in lieu of
a review course.
DCA Rejects Medical Assistant
Regulations Again. On August 9, the
DCA Director rejected DAHP's pro-
posed medical assistant (MA) regula-
tions for the second time. The regula-
tions, required by SB 645 (Royce)
(Chapter 666, Statutes of 1988), are in-
tended to define the technical support-
ive services which may be performed
by an MA, set forth the training which
must be provided to the MA by the
supervising physician/podiatrist or in an
approved community college/
postsecondary institution, and set forth
recordkeeping requirements regarding
services provided by MAs. In Decem-
ber 1990, then-DCA Director Michael
Kelley disapproved them because he
believed they delegate too much respon-
sibility and discretion to MAs; current
DCA Director Jim Conran found that
the proposed regulations leave too many
unanswered questions which may pose
a threat to public health, safety, and
welfare. (See CRLR Vol. 11, No. 3
(Summer 1991) p. 87; Vol. 10, No. 4
(Fall 1990) p. 82; and Vol. 10, No. 1
(Winter 1990) pp. 76-77 for extensive
background information on DAHP's
proposed regulations.)
Specifically, Conran expressed con-
cern that the proposed regulations per-
mit a supervising physician or podia-
trist to delegate his/her duty to supervise
an MA to others who hold only limited
licenses (e.g., physician assistants or
registered nurses). Several participants
raised this issue; DAHP acknowledged
that such delegation is permissible un-
der the regulations and rejected its im-
propriety. Conran also criticized as un-
clear, vague, and overbroad the criterion
that a permissible technical supportive
service must be "a usual and custom-
ary part of the practice of the medical
or podiatric office where the medical
assistant is employed." Conran further
objected to language in the proposed
regulations which authorizes the super-
vising physician or podiatrist to use
standing orders and written instructions
to MAs, as opposed to direct, patient-
specific instructions and supervision.
Finally, Conran agreed with the criti-
cism of the Board of Registered Nurs-
ing and the Physician Assistant Exam-
ining Committee, among others, that
the proposed regulations provide no
standardization of either the training
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that is needed for MAs or how it is to
be provided.
At its September 13 meeting, DAHP
again addressed the proposed regula-
tions. It had two options: attempt to
override the DCA Director's rejection
with a unanimous vote, or make further
amendments to the regulations to meet
his objections. DCA General Counsel
Derry Knight was present at the meet-
ing, and advised that DCA is willing to
work with DAHP and compromise on
the regulations if further amendments
are filed. With this in mind, DAHP
elected not to override the DCA veto
and unanimously decided to attempt fur-
ther amendments; a progress report was
expected at the November meeting.
MBC "Enforcement Matrix"
Adopted. At DAHP's September 13
meeting, MBC Assistant Executive Of-
ficer Tom Heerhartz and Lynn Thornton,
chief of MBC's Central Complaint and
Investigation Control Unit (CCICU),
unveiled a new "enforcement matrix"
which will be completed and distrib-
uted at each MBC meeting. The matrix
displays key enforcement statistics of
DMQ's physician discipline program
and the enforcement programs of all the
allied health licensing boards and com-
mittees; all DMQ and allied health pro-
gram complaints are routed and tracked
through the CCICU.
Staff distributed the first such ma-
trix, with data current as of July 31,
1991. The matrix indicates that 2,259
complaints are pending in the CCICU
against physicians and allied health pro-
fessionals; 1,941 are currently under in-
vestigation; 359 charges have been filed
by the Attorney General's Office; 393
cases await action by the AG's Office;
and 452 cases are on probation. At the
request of Dr. John Tsao and Dr.
Jacquelin Trestrail, future matrixes will
include information on the age of these
cases and the amount of time cases spend
at each step of the process.
The inclusion of allied health pro-
gram enforcement statistics in the ma-
trix was suggested over the summer by
Board of Podiatric Medicine Executive
Officer Jim Rathlesberger. Although
several EOs of other allied health pro-
grams initially opposed having their
enforcement statistics publicly displayed
in a matrix format and argued that the
allied health programs are not "legally
accountable" to DAHP, they were quite
supportive of the idea at the September
13 meeting. Rathlesberger noted that
the matrix would enable MBC and al-
lied health program EOs to better evalu-
ate the services they are receiving from
CCICU, MBC investigators, and the
AG's office; identify growing backlogs
at an early stage, and request additional
staffing to alleviate them; and evaluate
the performance of staff.
Thornton noted four major improve-
ments as a result of the new tracking
system. First, 1,400 fewer complaints
were forwarded to the AG's office this
year because CCICU was able to scruti-
nize them and weed out the less serious
violations or nonviolations and concen-
trate on the worst offenses. Second, op-
erational costs are down. Third, con-
sumers are receiving faster response to
their complaints and more detailed ex-
planations about their disposition. Fi-
nally, the AG's office is receiving a more
detailed description of complaints that
are forwarded to that office.
OMD v. DOM Revisited. At its Sep-
tember meeting, DAHP once again took
up the issue whether an acupuncturist
may suffix his/her name with the ac-
companying title OMD (Oriental Medi-
cal Doctor) or must utilize the acronym
DOM (Doctor of Oriental Medicine).
In an opinion dated March 3, 1988, the
Attorney General (AG) ruled that an
acupuncturist may use OMD only if
accompanied by an amendment describ-
ing the degree, such as "Acupunctur-
ist," "Licensed Acupuncturist," or "Cer-
tified Acupuncturist." (See CRLR Vol.
9, No. 2 (Spring 1989) p. 63; Vol. 9,
No. 1 (Winter 1989) p. 53; and Vol. 8,
No. 3 (Summer 1988) [. 65 for back-
ground information.) In spite of the
AG's opinion, many acupuncturists con-
tinue to use OMD without the neces-
sary amendment.
DAHP public member Alfred Song
suggested the possibility of legislation
which would prohibit acupuncturists
from using the term OMD and also void
the AG's opinion. Pamela Lee, Presi-
dent of the California Acupuncture As-
sociation, was present at the September
meeting; she argued that the OMD de-
gree has been approved by the Depart-
ment of Education, the AG's opinion
indicates that its use is permissible,
DAHP has no authority to change the
degree, and there have been no com-
plaints from the public regarding use of
that acronym. DAHP members replied
that they do not wish to change the
degree; they merely want compliance
with the AG's opinion. If acupunctur-
ists choose not to comply, the Division
will be forced to seek legislation forc-
ing compliance.
After much discussion, DAHP and
Ms. Lee agreed that acupuncturists
should be informed of the AG's opinion
and their duty to comply with it. As a
result, DAHP decided to defer legisla-
tive action subject to voluntary compli-
ance by the acupuncture profession; an
update on the status of the agreement
was scheduled for presentation at
DAHP's November meeting.
Podiatric Diversion Program to be
Administered by MBC. At DAHP's Sep-
tember 13 meeting, Chet Pelton, Pro-
gram Manager of MBC's diversion pro-
gram for impaired physicians, addressed
the Division on whether the diversion
program of the Board of Podiatric Medi-
cine (BPM) should or could be admin-
istered by the MBC diversion program.
(See CRLR Vol. 11, No. 3 (Summer
1991) pp. 89 and 94 for background
information.) Mr. Pelton informed
DAHP that several factors should be
considered: no policy, regulatory or leg-
islative change would be required to
enable MBC to administer BPM's di-
version program; the MBC program
currently operates a computerized track-
ing system which is the backbone of the
program's monitoring system; it would
require only 43 hours of programming
and data entry before the system could
be adjusted to accommodate BPM par-
ticipants, while maintaining the sepa-
rateness of the two programs; since five
of the eight existing podiatric di-
versioners are already attending physi-
cian diversion programs, there would
be little impact by shifting participants
from one program to another; BPM
would be assessed $2,150 per partici-
pant per year for MBC to administer its
program; and no additional staff would
be required for the eight podiatrists or
future projected participants.
Mr. Pelton also stated that there are
virtually no private treatment programs
that deal exclusively with impaired phy-
sicians. Based on Pelton's recom-
mendation, DAHP unanimously ap-
proved MBC's assumption of the
administrative functions of BPM's di-
version program.
LEGISLATION:
SB 1070 (Thompson), the Patient
Protection Act of 1991, was signed by
the Governor on October 14 (Chapter
1180, Statutes of 1991). This bill re-
quires the Department of Health Ser-
vices to promulgate guidelines and regu-
lations to minimize the risk of
transmission of blood-borne infectious
diseases in the health care setting by
January 1993. It further requires MBC,
in addition to the Board of Dental Ex-
aminers, the Board of Registered Nurs-
ing, and the Board of Vocational Nurse
and Psychiatric Technician Examiners,
to ensure that its licentiates are informed
of their responsibility to minimize the
risk of transmission of blood-borne in-
fectious diseases from health care pro-
vider to patient, from patient to patient,
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and from patient to health care pro-
vider, and of the most recent scientifi-
cally recognized safeguards for mini-
mizing the risk of transmission. This
bill amends the Medical Practice Act's
definition of unprofessional conduct to
include, except for good cause, a know-
ing failure to protect patients by failing
to follow infection control guidelines
and, thereby, risking the transmission
of blood-borne infectious diseases.
SB 101 (Hart), as amended June 19,
establishes statewide guidelines on child
support and enacts provisions relating
to the enforcement of family support
obligations. Among other things, it pro-
hibits various professional licensing
agencies, including MBC, from issuing
or renewing a license to a person listed
by the Department of Social Services as
being in noncompliance with a support
order or judgment issued by a court of
this state. Instead, this bill requires MBC
to issue a 120-day temporary license to
such an applicant or licensee; if, upon
the expiration of the temporary license,
the applicant is in compliance with all
court orders and judgments for support,
MBC would be able to issue a regular
license. SB 101 was signed by the Gov-
ernor on July 2 (Chapter 110, Statutes
of 1991).
At its September meeting, DOL
members expressed surprise that SB 101
could have "slipped through" its legis-
lative tracking system without their be-
ing informed of its pendency. They
stated their opinion that family support
issues are not appropriate for profes-
sional licensing agency interference or
participation, and that implementation
of the bill would cause extensive prob-
lems for the Division. For example, DOL
does not have a temporary license cat-
egory and will be forced to create one.
Also, DOL members expressed their
opinion that a 120-day period is too
short to allow an applicant or licensee
to cure any underpayments. DOL mem-
ber Dr. Rider directed staff to look into
the possibility of clean-up legislation to
SB 101.
The following is a status update on
bills reported in detail in CRLR Vol. 11,
No. 3 (Summer 1991) at pages 87-89:
SB 1195 (Boatwright). As amended
August 26, this bill provides, among
other things, that the examination ad-
ministered by DOL to applicants for
physicians' certificates need not be
practical in character; requires that these
examinations be kept on file for at least
two years; authorizes DOL to desig-
nate other equivalent written examina-
tions; requires DOL to determine the
passing score for the examination; re-
quires applicants to pass an examina-
tion in basic sciences and clinical sci-
ences, as determined by DOL; requires
only that MBC and its divisions give
notice of their meetings in accordance
with the Bagley-Keene Open Meeting
Act; permits DOL to modify or termi-
nate terms of a probationary license
upon petition from a physician; and per-
mits DMQ to initiate disciplinary pro-
ceedings to revoke or suspend a proba-
tionary license for any cause that would
subject a licensee to license revocation
or suspension. This bill was signed by
the Governor on October 13 (Chapter
983, Statutes of 1991).
AR 1553 (Filante), as amended July
1, requires MBC's initial license fee
and biennial renewal fee to be fixed at
an amount not to exceed $500, and re-
duces MBC's required Contingent Fund
reserve to approximately two months'
operating expenses. This bill was signed
by the Governor on September 3 (Chap-
ter 367, Statutes of 1991).
SB 1258 (Torres), as amended May
30, prohibits health care providers from
withholding patient records or summa-
ries of patient records because of an
unpaid bill for health care services. A
health care provider who willfully with-
holds patient records or summaries of
patient records because of an unpaid
bill for health care services shall be
subject to specified sanctions. This bill
was signed by the Governor on October
13 (Chapter 920, Statutes of 1991).
AB 1496 (Murray), as amended May
30, specifies a procedure by which a
coroner may enforce a subpoena duces
tecum for records of confidential com-
munications of a decedent subject to the
physician-patient privilege, when the
records are sought by the coroner for
specified purposes. This bill was signed
by the Governor on October 14 (Chap-
ter 1092, Statutes of 1991).
AB 1084(Filante), as amended April
10, is the California Medical As-
sociation's (CMA) controversial bill
which would enable it to revive its Medi-
cal Practice Opinion Program in such a
way as to immunize it-theoretically-
from tort and antitrust liability. (See
CRLR Vol. 11, No. 3 (Summer 1991) p.
87; Vol. 11, No. 2 (Spring 1991) p. 81;
and Vol. 10, Nos. 2 & 3 (Spring/
Summer 1990) p. 99 for detailed back-
ground information on this issue.) This
bill is pending in the Assembly Judi-
ciary Committee.
AB 1691 (Filante), as amended May
8, would require, on or after July 1,
1993, every health facility operating a
PGT program to develop and adopt writ-
ten policies governing the working con-
ditions of resident physicians. AB 1691
was rejected by the Assembly on June
27; it is pending in the Assembly inac-
tive file.
AB 1199 (Speier), as amended May
30, would prohibit, on or after January
1, 1992, a health facility operating a
PGT program from allowing any resi-
dent physician in that training program
to work, either in clinical or didactic
duty, in excess of certain prescribed
hour limits. Among other things, the
bill would also authorize a resident phy-
sician to work in excess of any speci-
fied hour limit whenever he/she is com-
pleting a surgical procedure or treating
an acutely ill patient whose care may
be compromised by the transfer of care
to another physician. This bill is pend-
ing in the Assembly Ways and Means
Committee.
AB 2180 (Felando), as amended
May 30, would amend SB 2036
(McCorquodale) (see supra MAJOR
PROJECTS) by prohibiting a person
certified by an organization other than a
board from using the term "board certi-
fied" in reference to that certification.
This bill is pending in the Business and
Professions Committee.
AB 569 (Hunter), as introduced Feb-
ruary 15, would permit MBC to take
action to implement SB 2036
(McCorquodale) on or after January 1,
1992. This bill is pending in the Senate
Business and Professions Committee.
SB 664 (Calderon), as introduced
March 5, would prohibit physicians,
among others, from charging, billing,
or otherwise soliciting payment from
any patient, client, customer, or third-
party payor for any clinical laboratory
test or service if the test or service was
not actually rendered by that person
or under his/her direct supervision, ex-
cept as specified. This bill is pending
in the Senate Business and Professions
Committee.
AB 992 (Brulte), as introduced
March 4, would require medical experts
testifying in medical malpractice actions
against a physician to have substantial
professional experience in the same
medical specialty as the defendant. Un-
der the bill, "substantial professional
experience" would be determined by
the custom and practice of the same or
similar localities where the alleged neg-
ligence occurred. This bill is pending in
the Assembly Judiciary Committee.
SB 1119 (Presley). Existing law re-
quires the district attorney, city attorney,
or other prosecuting agency to notify
MBC of any filings against a physician
charging a felony, and the clerk of the
court in which an MBC licensee is con-
victed of a crime is required to transmit
a copy of the record of conviction to the
Board. As amended April 30, this bill
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would expressly limit the transmittal
duties of the clerk of the court to felony
convictions. This bill is pending in the
Assembly Health Committee.
AB 14 (Margolin), which, as
amended May 14, would enact he Health
Insurance Act of 1991 for the purpose of
ensuring basic health care coverage for
all persons in California, is pending in
the Senate Rules Committee.
AB 190 (Bronzan), as amended
September 3, would require a physi-
cian to give each patient a copy of the
relevant standardized written summary
describing the advantages, disadvan-
tages, risks, possible side effects of, and
the conditions for which the federal
government has approved silicone im-
plants and injections and collagen in-
jections used in plastic, reconstructive,
or similar surgery, before the physician
performs the surgery. This bill is pend-
ing in the Senate Business and Profes-
sions Committee.
AB 465 (Floyd). Existing law pro-
vides general civil immunity to persons
who provide information to MBC or the
Department of Justice indicating that an
MBC licensee may be guilty of unpro-
fessional conduct or impaired because
of drug or alcohol abuse or mental ill-
ness. Existing law also sets forth spe-
cial immunity provisions relating to cer-
tain activities of specified health care
organizations. As introduced February
8, this bill would make the general im-
munity provisions inapplicable to the
activities which are subject to the spe-
cial immunity provisions. This bill is
pending in the Senate Judiciary Com-
mittee.
AB 112 (Kelley), as introduced De-
cember 4, would exempt a physician
from liability for any negligent injury
or death caused by an act or omission of
the physician in rendering medical as-
sistance, when the physician in good
faith and without compensation or con-
sideration renders voluntary medical
assistance at a clinic or long-term health
care facility. AB 112 is pending in the
Assembly Judiciary Committee.
AB 117 (Epple), as amended April
2, would exempt licensed health care
providers from liability for any negli-
gent injury or death caused by an act or
omission of the health care provider in
rendering the medical assistance, who
in good faith and without compensation
or consideration renders voluntary medi-
cal assistance at a shelter. This bill,
which would sunset on January 1, 1997,
is pending in the Assembly Judiciary
Committee.
AB 566 (Hunter), as amended July
11, would prohibit any person from
practicing or offering to practice perfu-
sion for compensation received or ex-
pected to be received, or from holding
himself/herself out as a perfusionist,
unless at the time of doing so the per-
son holds a valid, unexpired, unrevoked
perfusionist license. This bill is pend-
ing in the Senate Business and Profes-
sions Committee.
AB 704 (Speier), as amended July
11, would require DMQ, when under-
taking a review of a physician's prac-
tice during any investigation pursuant
to the Medical Practice Act, to ensure
that the review is accomplished by peers
of the subject physician. This bill is
pending in the Senate Business and Pro-
fessions Committee.
AB 1183 (Speier), as introduced
March 6, would require MBC to de-
velop a California Indigent Obstetric
Care Indemnification Program, requir-
ing the program to provide prescribed
state indemnification for malpractice
claims against a physician who provides
obstetric or gynecological care to pa-
tients at least 10% of whom are en-
rolled in Medi-Cal or other indigent care
programs, and who has at least $100,000
in malpractice coverage. This bill is
pending in the Assembly Judiciary
Committee.
AB 2222 (Roybal-Allard), as intro-
duced March 12, would provide that the
reviewing of X-rays for the purpose of
identifying breast cancer or related medi-
cal disorders without being certified as
a radiologist qualified to identify breast
cancer or related medical disorders by a
member board or association of the
American Board of Medical Special-
ties, or a board or association with
equivalent requirements approved by
MBC, constitutes unprofessional con-
duct. This bill is pending in the Assem-
bly Health Committee.
SB 1190 (Killea), as amended July
17, would enact the Licensed Midwifery
Practice Act of 1991, establishing within
DAHP a five-member Licensed Mid-
wifery Examining Committee, which
would be required to adopt reasonable
rules and regulations to carry out the
Act. This bill, which would also pro-
vide that a physician shall not be liable
for independent acts of negligence by a
licensed midwife, is pending in the Sen-
ate Appropriations Committee.
AB 819 (Speier) would provide that,
effective July 1, 1992 and subject to
specified exceptions, it is unlawful for
specified licensed health professionals
to refer a person to any laboratory, phar-
macy, clinic, or health care facility which
is owned in whole or in part by the
licensee or in which the licensee has a
proprietary interest; the bill would also
provide that disclosure of the owner-
ship or proprietary interest would not
exempt the licensee from the prohibi-
tion. This bill is pending in the Assem-
bly Health Committee.
LITIGATION:
MBC and the Center for Public In-
terest Law (CPIL) have settled the at-
torneys' fee matter in Le Bup Thi Dao
v. Board of Medical Quality Assurance.
Although CPIL was awarded almost
$100,000 in fees and costs for its suc-
cessful representation of 32 Vietnamese
physicians seeking licensure by the
Board, the Center agreed to accept
$68,000 in settlement of the matter. (See
CRLR Vol. 11, No. 3 (Summer 1991)
pp. 30 and 89, and Vol. 11, No. 1 (Win-
ter 1991) pp. 24 and 70 for background
information.)
In a case of first impression, People
v. Superior Court (Memorial Medical
Center of Long Beach, Real Party in
Interest), 91 D.A.R. 11852, No.
B056780 (Sept. 24, 1991), the Second
District Court of Appeal held that the
records of disciplinary proceedings con-
ducted by hospital peer review commit-
tees are subject to discovery in a crimi-
nal action.
The District Attorney of Los Ange-
les County sought to obtain a search
warrant for documents at Memorial
Medical Center of Long Beach (Me-
morial) regarding a physician, Dr. Larry
Igor Borden. The DA asserted that the
documents are relevant to a criminal
investigation arising from two separate
incidents. The first incident, occurring
in 1984, resulted in the death of six-
week-old infant during surgery for a
hernia. The second incident, occurring
in 1989, resulted in the death of a 68-
year-old patient admitted to the hospi-
tal for coronary bypass surgery.' Dr.
Borden was the anesthesiologist during
the surgeries; both patients died of lack
of oxygen to the brain. According to
the statements of two anesthesia ex-
perts, Dr. Borden's behavior during
these surgeries constituted gross negli-
gence. (EDITOR'S NOTE: Although
these incidents occurred in 1984 and
1989, at the time the Second District
rendered this opinion and at this writ-
ing, Dr. Borden retains an unrestricted
license from MBC to practice medicine
in California.)
In order to establish that Dr. Borden
acted with criminal negligence or im-
plied malice, the DA sought a search
warrant compelling Memorial to pro-
duce the reports compiled by its peer
review committees which reviewed Dr.
Borden's involvement in the two inci-
dents, as well as Memorial's credentials
file on Dr. Borden. Memorial opposed
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the issuance of the warrant, relying on
Evidence Code section 1157, which pro-
tects the "proceedings" or "records of
organized committees" of hospital medi-
cal staffs or peer review bodies from
"discovery." Although section 1157 was
apparently enacted to protect peer re-
view records from civil discovery in
medical malpractice actions, Memorial
argued-and the trial court agreed-
that section 1157 applies to criminal as
well as civil actions.
The Second District disagreed and
ordered the trial court to vacate its or-
der. Although it found the language of
section 1157 to be ambiguous, the court
held that section 1157 does not apply to
property sought under a properly issued
warrant in a criminal action. The court
failed to find any evidence in the his-
tory of the original bill creating section
1157 or its amendments to support the
contention that he legislature intended
the effect of section 1157 to be the same
in criminal as well as civil cases. The
court acknowledged that section 1157
represents a legislative choice between
two competing policy goals: better
health care through medical staff can-
dor during peer review proceedings, at
the cost of denying individual plaintiffs
access to evidence of medical malprac-
tice. However, the instant case presents
a weighing of different interests. "Be-
cause the choice between providing im-
munity for peer review committee
records and allowing criminal actions
to go unpunished is different than the
choice we think was made by the Legis-
lature in enacting section 1157, we will
not now presume to make that choice
for them."
In Szkorla v. Vecchione, 231 Cal.
App. 3d 1541 (June 17, 1991), the Fourth
District Court of Appeal affirmed the
decision of the San Diego County Su-
perior Court that a battery verdict against
a surgeon is not subject to a limit on
damages.
Helen Szkorla sued Dr. Thomas
Vecchione, a plastic surgeon, after he
performed the third of three breast re-
duction surgeries on her in May 1982.
The jury returned special verdicts against
Dr. Vecchione on theories of profes-
sional negligence, lack of informed con-
sent, and battery. The jury awarded
Szkorla $600,000 in general damages
for pain and suffering and $17,430 in
special damages for the cost of future
medical care. Dr. Vecchione appealed,
contending, among other things, that
Civil Code section 3333.2, one of the
provisions of the Medical Injury Com-
pensation Reform Act of 1975
(MICRA), limits general or
noneconomic damages in any case
against a health care provider to
$250,000. On this point, Vecchione was
joined in the appeal by several health
care associations, including the Califor-
nia Medical Association, which filed
amicus curiae briefs in support of
Vecchione's position.
The Fourth District disagreed, citing
Waters v. Bourhis, 40 Cal. 3d 424, 431-
37 (1985), for the proposition that
MICRA statutes apply only to actions
"based upon [the provider's] alleged
professional negligence.... In a non-
MICRA action the plaintiff is not sub-
ject to (1) the $250,000 limit on
noneconomic damages (Civ. Code sec-
tion 3333.2) .... The Fourth District
noted that the Waters court held that in
hybrid actions of this type, where both
viable MICRA (i.e., negligence) and
non-MICRA (e.g., battery) theories were
pursued and recovery could have been
based on the non-MICRA theory,
MICRA limitations would not apply.
The Fourth District further concluded
that the legislature did not intend the
damage cap of section 3333.2 to apply
to cases involving battery.
On June 25, the Attorney General
released Opinion No. 90-926, which
rules that only a licensed physician may
perform an abortion under California
law. Penal Code section 274 imposes a
criminal sanction for the performance
of abortions except as provided in the
Therapeutic Abortion Act of 1967,
Health and Safety Code sections 25950
through 25958. The preamble of sec-
tion 25951 of that Act states that "[a]
holder of the physician's and surgeon's
certificate.., is authorized to perform
an abortion or aid or assist or attempt
an abortion" under certain circum-
stances. Although most of those circum-
stances have been invalidated as un-
constitutional under Roe v. Wade, 410
U.S. 113 (1973), and its progeny, the
preamble still exists. Because the vari-
ous sections of the Act have been held
by the California Supreme Court to be
severable, the Attorney General opined
that the preamble is valid. Regarding
the authority of physician assistants to
perform abortions, the Attorney Gen-
eral found that the legislature's broad
grant of authority to physician assis-
tants to perform any medical services
set forth in regulations adopted by
DAHP "when such services are ren-
dered under the supervision of a li-
censed physician" (Business and Pro-
fessions Code section 3502) does not
supersede the specificity of the Thera-
peutic Abortion Act and Penal Code
section 274. The AG thus concluded
that physician assistants may not per-
form abortions in California.
RECENT MEETINGS:
At its September meeting, the Medi-
cal Board was introduced to Jim
Conran, the new Director of the De-
partment of Consumer Affairs. In his
remarks to the Board, Conran empha-
sized his commitment to putting the
word "consumer" back into the Depart-
ment of Consumer Affairs. He main-
tained that all 38 agencies which fall
under DCA's control must protect the
public, while also being fair to busi-
ness in maintaining a competitive mar-
ketplace. In closing, he emphasized to
the Board that the most effective way
to ensure public safety is through ac-
tive and aggressive enforcement of li-
censing and competence standards.
Also in September, MBC discussed
its progress in preparing and distribut-
ing a physician and surgeon question-
naire to ensure the collection of the data
required by Division 2, Chapter 1.6 of
the Business and Professions Code
(Healing Arts Licentiates Information).
This questionnaire will be mailed to all
California physicians with their license
renewal application packets. Any phy-
sician who fails to return a completed
questionnaire will not be allowed to re-
new his/her license during the next re-
newal period until a substantially com-
pleted questionnaire is received.
Physicians will be afforded every op-
portunity to comply with the question-
naire requirement before DOL is autho-
rized to withhold the license renewal.
At its September meeting, DOL ap-
proved a modified decision of disap-
proval against the Universidad
Tecnologica De Santiago (UTESA)
School of Medicine. The modified de-
cision will make the temporary order of
disapproval dated October 11, 1984 per-
manent effective May 10, 1991. This
modification would also allow gradu-
ates of the UTESA School of Medicine
to apply to DOL for individual review
of their undergraduate credentials if they
matriculated and/or graduated from the
medical school prior to August 27, 1985.
At DMQ's September meeting, En-
forcement Program Chief Vern Leeper
reported that staff is in the process of
establishing new regional offices in
Glendale, Novato, and Pleasant Hill. It
is expected that staff will be increased
in fiscal year 1992-93 by four consumer
assistant technicians. This is in addition
to the 24 new positions that were ap-
proved under the 1991-92 budget.
Also in September, MBC reported
on its continuing efforts to revive the
Physician Loan Incentive Program. (See
CRLR Vol. 11, No. 2 (Spring 1991) p.
85; Vol. 11, No. 1 (Winter 1991) p. 71;
and Vol. 10, No. 4 (Fall 1990) p. 86 for
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extensive background information.) Dr.
Madison Richardson, chair of the Spe-
cial Committee on Physician Loans For
Underserved Areas, stated that the best
way to provide focus for the needs of
the program is to sponsor a conference.
It is hoped this conference would ac-
commodate all the necessary partici-
pants, including federal and state agen-
cies, private organizations, hospitals, and
others. Dr. Richardson thought the best
way to construct an agenda for such a
conference would be to meet informally
with key resource persons (the Sierra
Foundation, the Department of Health
Services, insurance carriers, and oth-
ers) in October; a timetable for the con-
ference may be established after the in-
formal discussions.
In closing, the Board discussed the
May 1991 settlement agreement in the
lawsuit filed by MBC, CMA, the Ameri-
can Physical Therapy Association, and
the Physical Therapy Examining Com-
mittee against the Board of Chiropractic
Examiners (BCE) over BCE's adoption
of regulatory section 302, which sets
forth the scope of chiropractic practice.
(See CRLR Vol. 11, No. 3 (Summer
1991) pp. 182-83 for background infor-
mation.) The parties agreed on new lan-
guage of section 302 which prohibits
chiropractors from rendering prenatal/
postnatal care, obstetrical services, co-
lonic irrigations, enemas, lithotriptor
use, and mammographies; in addition,
thermography is restricted to diagnostic
use. Chiropractors may perform the fol-
lowing with restrictions: manipulation
of soft tissue is restricted to manipula-
tion of muscle and connective tissue
related to the spine or other joints which
are in the process of being adjusted;
ultrasound is restricted to diagnostic use
for purposes of neuromuscular-skeletal
diagnosis, and is entirely prohibited for
use on a fetus. Chiropractors may not
advertise that they practice physical
therapy or use the term "physical
therapy" in advertising.
FUTURE MEETINGS:
January 30-31 in San Diego.
May 7-8 in Sacramento.
August 6-7 in San Francisco.
November 5-6 in Los Angeles.
ACUPUNCTURE COMMITTEE
Executive Officer: Lynn Morris
(916) 924-2642
The Acupuncture Committee (AC)
was created in July 1982 by the legisla-
ture as an autonomous body; it had pre-
viously been an advisory committee to
the Division of Allied Health Profes-
sions (DAHP) of the Medical Board of
California.
Formerly the "Acupuncture Exam-
ining Committee," the name of the Com-
mittee was changed to "Acupuncture
Committee" effective January 1, 1990
(Chapter 1249, Statutes of 1989). That
statute further provides that on and after
July 1, 1990, and until January 1, 1995,
the examination of applicants for a li-
cense to practice acupuncture shall be
administered by independent consult-
ants, with technical assistance and ad-
vice from members of the Committee.
Pursuant o Business and Professions
Code section 4925 et seq., the Commit-
tee sets standards for acupuncture
schools, monitors students in tutorial
programs (an alternative training
method), and handles complaints against
schools and practitioners. The Commit-
tee is authorized to adopt regulations,
which appear in Division 13.7, Title 16
of the California Code of Regulations
(CCR). The Committee consists of four
public members and five acupunctur-
ists. The legislature has mandated that
the acupuncturist members of the Com-
mittee must represent a cross-section of
the cultural backgrounds of the licensed
members of the profession.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
AC Adopts Proposed Regulatory
Changes. After a public hearing on July
18, AC took action on proposed amend-
ments to eleven sections and the ad-
dition of three new sections to its reg-
ulations in Division 13.7, Title 16 of
the CCR.
AC amended section 1399.401 to
correct AC's name and address; section
1399.403 to correct the names of AC
and the Medical Board; section
1399.414(a) to reduce the period of time
in which an applicant for registration as
an acupuncturist has to request AC re-
consideration of a rejected application;
section 1399.418 to clarify that appli-
cants who fail to appear for a scheduled
examination must state their reason for
failing to appear in writing, or their
application will be deemed withdrawn;
section 1399.436 to clarify that "four
academic years" means eight semes-
ters, twelve quarters, nine trimesters, or
36 months, and to specify that acupunc-
ture schools must be approved by the
Council for Private Postsecondary and
Vocational Education (CPPVE) pursu-
ant to Education Code section 94310;
section 1399.443, subject to a minor
modification, to require licensure appli-
cants to pass the written examination
before they are eligible to sit for the oral
and practical examination; section
1399.422, regarding tutorials, to correct
a grammatical error; section 1399.424(c)
to delete a requirement that a tutorial
trainee's experience and training must
have occurred prior to January 1, 1980
in order to reduce the theoretical and
clinical training components of their tu-
torial program; section 1399.425, sub-
ject to a minor modification, regarding
AC's criteria for approval of tutorial
programs; section 1399.427, regarding
the duties of trainees in tutorial pro-
grams; and section 1399.430(d), regard-
ing denial, suspension, or revocation of
a supervisor's registration. (See CRLR
Vol. 11, No. 3 (Summer 1991) p. 90 for
detailed background information on
these amendments.)
AC adopted new section 1399.433,
specifying AC's processing time peri-
ods for tutorial applications, in compli-
ance with the Permit Reform Act of
1981; new section 1399.419, specify-
ing AC's examination processing time
periods, in compliance with the Permit
Reform Act of 1981; and new section
1399.445, subject to a minor modifica-
tion, which establishes an appeals pro-
cess for applicants who fail the practi-
cal examination.
AC did not take action on proposed
amendments to section 1399.439, de-
ferring the suggested changes for fur-
ther research and review. The proposed
amendments would have required each
approved school of acupuncture to sub-
mit annual reports to AC containing
specified information. These schools
would reimburse AC for any necessary
onsite visits. Schools would have 30
days to notify AC of any changes to
course schedules, policies, instructors,
curricula, facilities, clinics, or programs.
On August 21, AC published its
modified language of sections 1399.443,
1399.445, and 1399.425 for a 15-day
comment period. Following that com-
ment period, AC decided to revisit sec-
tion 1399.425 at its October meeting,
and submit the remainder of the pro-
posed regulatory changes to DAHP for
review and approval at its November 22
meeting.
Implementation of SB 633. Follow-
ing a public hearing on July 18, AC
adopted two proposed regulatory
changes to implement SB 633
(Rosenthal) (Chapter 103, Statutes of
1990), which requires all acupunctur-
ists licensed prior to 1988 to complete
40 hours of continuing education (CE)
in six specified subject areas prior to
January 1, 1993. (See CRLR Vol. 11,
No. 3 (Summer 1991) p. 90; Vol. 11,
No. 2 (Spring 1991) p. 86; and Vol. 11,
No. I (Winter 1991) pp. 71-72 for back-
ground information.)




Specifically, AC adopted new sec-
tion 1399.486, which sets forth the cur-
riculum which is to be covered in each
of the specified subject areas. Acupunc-
turists required to comply with this sec-
tion must take at least four hours of CE
in each of the specified areas; the re-
maining 16 hours may be taken in any
of the areas. AC also amended section
1399.481 to clarify that CE providers
must submit specified course informa-
tion and the curriculum vitae of instruc-
tors to AC at least 30 days before the
first day of the scheduled course. In
addition, one hour of CE instruction
would equate to 50 minutes of class-
room instruction.
DAHP was scheduled to review these
proposed regulatory changes at its No-
vember 22 meeting.
Senate Committee to hold Interim
Hearing on Acupuncture. The Senate
Health and Human Services Committee
was scheduled to hold a public hearing
on the subject of acupuncture on Octo-
ber 7. The half-day hearing in Los An-
geles was to be conducted by Senator
Diane Watson, chair of the Senate com-
mittee, and was to provide a forum for
discussion of the nature, development,
and history of acupuncture.
LEGISLATION:
The following is a status update on
bills reported in detail in CRLR Vol. 11,
No. 3 (Summer 1991) at pages 90-91:
SB 1195 (Boatwright). The Acu-
puncture Act requires that on or before
September 1, 1990, or within five years
of initial approval by the Committee,
whichever is later, each acupuncture
education/training program must be ap-
proved by the CPPVE under Education
Code section 94310. As amended Au-
gust 26, this bill instead requires that
each program receive full institutional
approval within three years of initial
approval; requires, until January 1,
1996, each acupuncturist to complete
fifteen hours of CE every year; and re-
quires, until January 1, 1996, acupunc-
turist certificates to expire annually on
the last day of the birth month of the
licensee. This bill was signed by the
Governor on October 13 (Chapter 983,
Statutes of 1991).
SB 664 (Calderon), as introduced
March 5, would prohibit acupunctur-
ists, among others, from charging, bill-
ing, or otherwise soliciting payment
from any patient, client, customer, or
third-party payor for any clinical labo-
ratory test or service if the test or ser-
vice was not actually rendered by that
person or under his/her direct supervi-
sion, except as specified. This two-year
bill is pending in the Senate Business
and Professions Committee.
SB 417 (Royce), as amended April
15, would (among other things) revise
existing law regarding the licensure and
regulation of acupuncturists to require a
person to complete an education and
training program approved by the ap-
propriate governmental educational au-
thority to award a professional degree
in the field of traditional oriental medi-
cine approved by the Committee. In the
case of an applicant who has completed
education and training in schools and
colleges other than those approved by
the Committee, this bill would require
the applicant's educational training and
clinical experience to be approved by
the Committee as equivalent to the stan-
dards established pursuant to prescribed
provisions through an examination ad-
ministered by one or more qualified,
independent consultants with expertise
in the professional licensure field, which
is based on educational program learn-
ing outcomes comparable to those of
institutions approved under a certain
provision. The bill would also add sec-
tion 4938.2 to the Business and Profes-
sions Code, to require AC to contract
with an independent consultant for the
purposes of determining the equivalency
of educational training and clinical ex-
perience. (See CRLR Vol. 11, No. 2
(Spring 1991) p. 86 for background in-
formation.) This two-year bill is pend-
ing in the Senate Business and Profes-
sions Committee.
RECENT MEETINGS:
At its July 18 meeting, AC approved
the mission statement and name of its
new Planning and Development Sub-
committee. AC also voted to notify ex-
aminees appealing written exam scores
that there are presently no grounds for
such appeals. In addition, AC voted to
hold scope of practice workshops for
licensees. In response to a request from
CE instructors to receive credit for teach-
ing such courses, AC decided not to
give CE credit to course instructors at
this time. AC also directed staff to com-
mence a rulemaking proceeding to in-
corporate ethics and office management
as approved CE subjects.
Also in July, AC noted that the re-
cent state budget cuts which are affect-
ing most boards and commissions have
also impacted AC's programs. The AC
informational video and planned news-
letter have been delayed due to the bud-
get cuts. (See CRLR Vol. 11, No. 3
(Summer 1991) p. 91 for background
information.)
DAHP Program Manager Tony Arjil
was present at the July meeting to in-
form AC about the development of an
enforcement matrix to monitor and re-
port MBC and allied health program
enforcement activity. In addition, Karen
McGagin, Special Assistant to the Di-
rector of the Department of Consumer
Affairs (DCA), emphasized the
Director's concern about keeping an
open line of communication between
DCA and AC.
At its August 21 meeting, AC re-
viewed submitted proposals for the tu-
torial and foreign school equivalency
studies mandated by SB 633. (See CRLR
Vol. 11, No. 3 (Summer 1991) p. 9 1 for
background information.) AC chose the
bid submitted by Fox Systems, Inc., to
perform the foreign school equivalency
study. However, the request for propos-
als for the tutorial study has been pub-
lished twice because no proposals have
met the required criteria necessary for
approval.
At a special September 19 meeting,
AC chose National Credential Clear-
inghouse (NCC) to be its new exam
consultant for 1992-93. Until 1995, AC
is required to hire an independent con-
sultant to prepare and administer its
licensure examinations. Subsequently,
the other bidders formally protested the
award of the bid to NCC. Hoffman Re-
search Associates, AC's former exam
consultant, and Western Institute of Tra-
ditional Chinese Medicine both pro-
tested the selection. (Hoffman subse-
quently withdrew its protest.) The
Department of General Services is
scheduling proceedings to hear the par-
ties and resolve the issue. This contro-
versy may delay the administration of
AC's next licensing examination, since
the contract cannot be signed until the
issue is resolved.
FUTURE MEETINGS:
December 12 in Sacramento.
HEARING AID DISPENSERS
EXAMINING COMMITTEE
Executive Officer: Elizabeth Ware
(916) 920-6377
Pursuant o Business and Professions
Code section 3300 et seq., the Medi-
cal Board of California's Hearing Aid
Dispensers Examining Committee
(HADEC) prepares, approves, conducts,
and grades examinations of applicants
for a hearing aid dispenser's license.
The Committee also reviews qualifica-
tions of exam applicants, and is autho-
rized to issue licenses and adopt regula-
tions pursuant to, and hear and prosecute
cases involving violations of, the law
relating to hearing aid dispensing.
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HADEC has the authority to issue cita-
tions and fines to licensees who have
engaged in misconduct. HADEC rec-
ommends proposed regulations to the
Medical Board's Division of Allied
Health Professions (DAHP), which may
adopt them; HADEC's regulations are
codified in Division 13.3, Title 16 of the
California Code of Regulations (CCR).
The Committee consists of seven
members, including four public mem-
bers. One public member must be a
licensed physician and surgeon special-
izing in treatment of disorders of the ear
and certified by the American Board of
Otolaryngology. Another public mem-
ber must be a licensed audiologist. The
other three members are licensed hear-
ing aid dispensers.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
HADEC's Need for New Members.
As reported previously, HADEC is down
to four members, and can conduct busi-
ness only if all four show up at meet-
ings. (See CRLR Vol. 11, No. 3 (Sum-
mer 1991) p. 92 for background
information.) The Committee did not
have a quorum at its last meeting on
June 15, and cancelled its scheduled
September 14 meeting because of lack
of a quorum. At its March meeting,
HADEC had voted to send a letter to the
Governor indicating that the Commit-
tee would not object to the appointment
of a dispensing audiologist to sit on the
Board in a slot reserved for a hearing
aid dispenser. At that time, one HADEC
member had asked Executive Officer
Elizabeth Ware to delay sending the let-
ter until further discussion; however,
those present at the June meeting de-
cided the letter should be sent as ap-
proved at the March meeting.
Jerry Desmond of the Hearing Aid
Association of California (HAAC)
commented at the June meeting that
HAAC is opposed to the appointment
of a dispensing audiologist in place of a
dispenser.
Update on SB 2375 (Presley). At
HADEC's June meeting, Assistant At-
tomey General Al Korobkin reported
on the development of the new Health
Quality Enforcement Section (HQES)
created by SB 2375 (Presley), a 37-part
bill enacted in 1990 which overhauls
the Medical Board's discipline system.
(See CRLR Vol. 11, No. 2 (Spring 1991)
pp. 81-82; Vol. 11, No. 1 (Winter 1991)
pp. 66-67; and Vol. 10, No. 4 (Fall
1990) pp. 79-80 for background infor-
mation on SB 2375.) HQES is a special
unit of deputy attorneys general which
specializes in prosecuting MBC and al-
lied health program disciplinary cases.
Korobkin, who is chief of HQES, re-
ported that HQES is currently staffed
by seven attorneys in San Diego, seven
in Los Angeles, four in San Francisco,
and four in Sacramento. Although HQES
is presently laboring under a huge back-
log of physician discipline cases, its
attorneys provide onsite training to MBC
investigators and consultants through
monthly visits to MBC regional offices.
If a case is investigated inadequately, it
is returned to the investigator by a deputy
attorney general, who informs the in-
vestigator of the additional evidence
needed for prosecution. Through HQES,
the AG's office is becoming involved
with MBC/allied health program han-
dling of all complaints, including the
review of closed cases. Korobkin noted
that more attorneys must be added to
HQES (see supra agency report on MBC
for related discussion).
Consumer Pamphlet. At the June
meeting, staff announced that HADEC's
new consumer brochure, Everything You
Always Wanted to Know About Hearing
Aids, is ready for print. Due to the
Committee's tight budget, the pamphlet
will be completed in the new fiscal year
which began on July 1.
Regulatory Determination Delayed.
On January 11 in the California Regu-
latory Notice Register, the Office of
Administrative Law (OAL) published
notice that Robert Hughes of Long
Beach has requested a regulatory deter-
mination as to the "underground
rulemaking" status of several policies
and procedures of HADEC. (See CRLR
Vol. 11, No. 3 (Summer 1991) pp. 91-
92 for background information.) Al-
though OAL was scheduled to issue its
determination in March, at this writing
it has not yet been released. According
to OAL Director Marz Garcia, OAL has
suffered a 50% budget cut and, as a
result, will not be able to publish regu-
latory determinations until three to four
years after a request is made. (See infra
LITIGATION for related discussion.)
Occupational Analysis Survey.
HADEC is in the process of conducting
a validation study of its licensing ex-
amination in order to assess its effec-
tiveness and to facilitate the possible
creation of a new exam. (See CRLR
Vol. 11, No. 3 (Summer 1991) p. 9 2 for
background information.) At the June
meeting, HADEC's Examination and
Educational Requirements Subcommit-
tee reported that the survey is on sched-
ule and that a questionnaire would be
ready for mailing to all dispensers in
September. Staff also noted that, as a
result of a provision in the 1991-92
budget bill which strips most licensing
boards of their reserve funds, HADEC
could lose approximately $60,000-the
amount needed to complete the occupa-
tional analysis survey.
LEGISLATION:
SB 664 (Calderon), as introduced
March 5, would prohibit hearing aid
dispensers, among others, from charg-
ing, billing, or otherwise soliciting pay-
ment from any patient, client, customer,
or third-party payor for any clinical labo-
ratory test or service if the test or ser-
vice was not actually rendered by that
person or under his/her direct supervi-
sion, except as specified. This two-year
bill is pending in the Senate Business
and Professions Committee.
LITIGATION:
On July 15, the Los Angeles County
Superior Court dismissed plaintiffs' sec-
ond amended complaint in Hughes v.
State of California, No. BC011688. In
their complaint, Robert and Mary
Hughes, both licensed hearing aid dis-
pensers, alleged that HADEC applies
"underground rules" in regulating the
hearing aid industry and, particularly,
in approving licensed hearing aid dis-
pensers to train and supervise trainees.
Specifically, plaintiffs alleged that
HADEC applied underground rules to
"unfairly, arbitrarily, and without cause"
revoke its approval of plaintiffs to su-
pervise hearing aid dispenser trainees,
revoke the temporary licenses of plain-
tiffs' trainees, and withhold permanent
licensure from plaintiffs' trainees, thus
making it "impossible for plaintiffs to
induce would-be trainees into their em-
ploy." Plaintiffs prayed for $550,000 in
damages and injunctive relief.
However, the court dismissed the
complaint without leave to amend, cit-
ing-among other things-plaintiffs'
lack of standing to sue and defendants
immunity from liability for failure to
issue a license. In incorporating into its
decision defendants' demurrer, the court
also dismissed the complaint for failure
to exhaust administrative remedies-
i.e., OAL review of the alleged "under-
ground rules," which Hughes has at-
tempted but been unable to secure due
to OAL's severe budget cuts. (See supra
MAJOR PROJECTS.) This action
prompted Hughes to write a letter to
Governor Wilson, warning him that the
reductions to OAL's budget amount to a
"de facto repeal of the Administrative
Procedure Act."
RECENT MEETINGS:
Elizabeth Ware's appointment as
HADEC's permanent Executive Offi-
cer was announced at the June 15 meet-
ing. Ware had been acting as Execu-
tive Officer during Peggy McNally's
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leave of absence. McNally recently re-






Executive Officer: Steven Hartzell
(916) 920-6373
The Physical Therapy Examining
Committee (PTEC) is a six-member
board responsible for examining, licens-
ing, and disciplining approximately
11,400 physical therapists. The com-
mittee is comprised of three public and
three physical therapist members. PTEC
is authorized under Business and Pro-
fessions Code section 2600 et seq.; the
Committee's regulations are codified in
Division 13.2, Title 16 of the California
Code of Regulations (CCR).
Committee licensees presently fall
into one of three categories: physical
therapists (PTs), physical therapist
assistants (PTAs), and physical thera-
pists certified to practice kinesiological
electromyography or electroneuro-
myography.
PTEC also approves physical therapy
schools. An exam applicant must have
graduated from a Committee-approved
school before being permitted to take
the licensing exam. There is at least one
school in each of the 50 states and Puerto
Rico whose graduates are permitted to
apply for licensure in California.
At this writing, no replacement has
been appointed for public member
Mary Ann Meyers, who resigned in No-
vember 1990. The Committee currently
has two public members and three PT
members.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
PTEC Newsletter. At PTEC's June 7
meeting, Executive Officer Steve
Hartzell announced a revised target date
of October 1991 for publication of
PTEC's first newsletter, pending ap-
proval by the Department of Consumer
Affairs. The newsletter's audience will
primarily be PT licentiates in Califor-
nia. The newsletter will provide infor-
mation on the Committee, including the
function and composition of PTEC,
licensure information, and complaint/
enforcement procedures. Initially, the
newsletter will be published twice a year.
Citation Program. PTEC is cur-
rently developing a citation manual
which will outline its procedures for
issuing citations to physicians who ille-
gally supervise physical therapist assis-
tants, physical therapy, or other unli-
censed individuals performing physical
therapy. Although the Medical Board is
opposed to PTEC's issuance of cita-
tions to physicians, Steve Hartzell ex-
plained that the Committee is autho-
rized to issue such citations under the
Physical Therapy Practice Act. A
physician's scope of practice does not
include the supervision of physical
therapy or the performance of duties
which only a physical therapist is au-
thorized to perform; therefore, a physi-
cian is considered to be an unlicensed
person under the Act. Citations would
be issued upon recommendation after
an investigation.
Medical Board Investigations.
PTEC is currently utilizing investiga-
tors from both the Medical Board's Di-
vision of Medical Quality (DMQ) and
the Department of Consumer Affairs'
(DCA) Division of Investigation (DOI)
to investigate consumer complaints
against PTEC licensees. (See CRLR
Vol. 11, No. 1 (Winter 1991) p. 73 for
background information.) Steve Hartzell
is still unsatisfied with DMQ's inabil-
ity to track cases assigned to DOI
through its Central Complaint and In-
vestigation Control Unit (CCICU), and
DMQ's backlog of investigations. In a
recent interview, Hartzell commented
that he will continue the use of DOI
investigators, especially for cases which
warrant their use due to timeliness or
importance.
Diversion Program. During its Au-
gust 23 meeting, the Committee dis-
cussed a draft request for proposals to
administer PTEC's diversion program
for substance-abusing licensees. The
program was mandated by SB 2512
(McCorquodale) (Chapter 1087, Stat-
utes of 1990). (See CRLR Vol. 11, No. 2
(Spring 1991) p. 88 and Vol. 10, No. 4
(Fall 1990) p. 88 for background infor-
mation.) The funding for the program,
which will begin on January 1, 1992,
has been established. As there is only
one bidder for the program, PTEC will
submit the proposal as a sole source
contract.
Fee Increase To Be Delayed. At the
Committee's June meeting, Steve
Hartzell noted that the legislature was
considering a budget provision which
would strip special-funded agencies-
including PTEC--of much of their sur-
plus reserve funds as of June 30, 1992,
in an attempt to help reduce the $14.3
billion state budget deficit. To mini-
mize the revenue available for transfer
to the general fund, Hartzell recom-
mended that PTEC delay implementa-
tion of the license fee increases approved
at its April meeting. (See CRLR Vol. 11,
No. 3 (Summer 1991) p. 9 2 and Vol. 11,
No. 2 (Spring 1991) p. 88 for back-
ground information.) DCA legal coun-
sel Greg Gorges suggested that PTEC
modify the language of the proposed
regulatory amendments to implement
the fee increases as of July 1, 1992, and
release the modified language for a 15-
day public comment period. Thus, PTEC
published the delayed implementation
language between September 9 and Sep-
tember 25. Even if PTEC delays the fee
increase, it will still have to turn over
$62,000 to the general fund due to the
budget crisis.
LEGISLATION:
The following is a status update on
bills reported in detail in CRLR Vol. 11,
No. 3 (Summer 1991) at page 93:
SB 483 (Green), as amended April
30, authorizes PTEC to create a cost
recovery system; that is, in any order
issued in resolution of a disciplinary
proceeding before the Committee, PTEC
may request the administrative law judge
to direct any licensee found guilty of
unprofessional conduct to pay to PTEC
a sum not to exceed the actual and rea-
sonable costs of the investigation and
prosecution. This bill, which also in-
creases fees applicable to the practice
of physical therapy, was signed by the
Governor on October 11 (Chapter 855,
Statutes of 1991).
SB 664 (Calderon), as introduced
March 5, would prohibit physical thera-
pists, among others, from charging, bill-
ing, or otherwise soliciting payment
from any patient, client, customer, or
third-party payor for any clinical labo-
ratory test or service if the test or ser-
vice was not actually rendered by that
person or under his/her direct supervi-
sion, except as specified. This two-year
bill is pending in the Senate Business
and Professions Committee.
AB 819 (Speier). Existing law pro-
vides that it is not unlawful for pre-
scribed health professionals to refer a
person to a laboratory, pharmacy, clinic,
or health care facility solely because the
licensee has a proprietary interest or
coownership in the facility. As intro-
duced February 27, this bill would, ef-
fective July 1, 1992, provide that, sub-
ject to specified exceptions, it is
unlawful for these licensed health pro-
fessionals to refer a person to any labo-
ratory, pharmacy, clinic, or health care
facility which is owned in whole or in
part by the licensee or in which the
licensee has a proprietary interest; the
bill would also provide that disclosure
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of the ownership or proprietary interest
would not exempt the licensee from the
prohibition. This two-year bill is pend-
ing in the Assembly Health Committee.
RECENT MEETINGS:
At PTEC's June 7 meeting, Execu-
tive Officer Steven Hartzell commented
on a letter received from Medical Board
Executive Director Kenneth Wagstaff
regarding MBC's decision to discon-
tinue publication of disciplinary actions
taken against applicants (statement of
issues cases) and those who are not li-
censed. The cases were formerly re-
ported in the Hot Sheet and Action Re-
port, both Medical Board publications.
Hartzell expressed his concern regard-
ing this decision, stating he felt the re-
sult would be a reduced level of service
to consumers. Due to various complaints
from allied health program executive
officers, including Hartzell, Wagstaff
announced by memorandum on June 12
that statement of issues cases would
continue to be published in the Hot
Sheet, but not in the Action Report.
PTEC will continue to include on
its 1991 agenda the issue of the prac-
tice of physical therapy through a gen-
eral business corporation (as opposed
to a professional corporation). (See
CRLR Vol. 11, No. I (Winter 1991) pp.
74-75 for background information.) At
PTEC's June 7 meeting, DCA legal
counsel Greg Gorges announced that
the issue would be addressed at an open
forum to be held on October 17 in con-
junction with the American Physical
Therapy Association (APTA) conven-
tion in Los Angeles.
Also in June, Executive Officer
Hartzell discussed a letter he received
from the North Carolina Board of
Physical Therapy Examiners regarding
the discontinuation by Assessment Sys-
tems Incorporated (ASI) of overseas
testing of physical therapists. Hartzell
mentioned that several other states are
also upset by ASI's decision. He sug-
gested the Committee research the rea-
soning behind the decision. At its Au-
gust 23 meeting, the Committee
discussed the fact that the exam, which
is currently owned by APTA, is being
purchased by the Federation of State
Boards of Physical Therapy. Although
the purchase transaction will not be
completed until January 1, 1993,
Hartzell reported that APTA and FSBPT
are currently working together in an
attempt to administer the exam in Lon-
don possibly in July 1992.
FUTURE MEETINGS:
January 3 in San Diego.
March 27 in San Francisco.
PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT
EXAMINING COMMITTEE
Executive Officer: Ray Dale
(916) 924-2626
The legislature established the Phy-
sician Assistant Examining Committee
(PAEC) in Business and Professions
Code section 3500 et seq., in order to
"establish a framework for development
of a new category of health manpower-
the physician assistant." Citing public
concern over the continuing shortage of
primary health care providers and the
"geographic maldistribution of health
care service," the legislature created the
physician assistant (PA) license category
to "encourage the more effective utili-
zation of the skills of physicians by
enabling physicians to delegate health
care tasks .. "
PAEC licenses individuals as PAs,
allowing them to perform certain medi-
cal procedures under a physician's su-
pervision, including drawing blood, giv-
ing injections, ordering routine
diagnostic tests, performing pelvic ex-
aminations, and assisting in surgery.
PAEC's objective is to ensure the public
that the incidents and impact of "un-
qualified, incompetent, fraudulent, neg-
ligent and deceptive licensees of the
Committee or others who hold them-
selves out as PAs [are] reduced." PAEC's
regulations are codified in Division 13.8,
Title 16 of the California Code of Regu-
lations (CCR).
PAEC's nine members include one
member of the Medical Board of Cali-
fornia (MBC), a physician representa-
tive of a California medical school, an
educator participating in an approved
program for the training of PAs, one
physician who is an approved supervis-
ing physician of PAs and who is not a
member of any division of MBC, three
PAs, and two public members.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
Scope of Practice Regulations Re-
jected For Third Time. On September
19, the Office of Administrative Law
(OAL) rejected for a third time PAEC's
new regulations defining the permis-
sible scope of practice of a physician
assistant, adopted in response to Attor-
ney General's Opinion 88-303 (Nov. 3,
1988). Specifically, PAEC is attempt-
ing to amend sections 1399.541,
1399.543, and 1399.545, Division 13.8,
Title 16 of the CCR. The proposed regu-
latory changes would permit a PA's su-
pervising physician (SP) to specify the
type and limit of delegated medical ser-
vices based on the SP's specialty or
usual and customary scope of practice.
They would also authorize PAs to ini-
tiate (or transmit an order to initiate)
certain tests and procedures, and to pro-
vide necessary treatment in emergency
or life-threatening situations. (See
CRLR Vol. 11, No. 1 (Winter 1991) p.
75; Vol. 10, No. 4 (Fall 1990) p. 90; and
Vol. 10, No. 1 (Winter 1990) pp. 81-82
for background information.) Follow-
ing two rejections, PAEC had
resubmitted the rule changes to OAL on
August 19.
In its September 19 ruling, OAL pri-
marily found that the regulatory amend-
ments fail to satisfy the clarity standard
in Government Code section 11349.1 in
two respects. First, proposed section
1399.541 contains nine subsections list-
ing various medical services that a PA
may perform under the supervision of a
physician. One subsection, 1399.541 (b),
permits a PA to order or transmit sev-
eral services "without the prior patient-
specific order of the supervising physi-
cian." OAL questions whether this
means that a prior patient-specific order
is required in order for a PA to provide
the services listed in the other eight
subsections. Second, section 1399.541
(c) permits a PA to perform certain pro-
cedures only if they are "consistent with
the supervising physician's specialty, or
usual and customary practice, and with
the patient's health and condition."
Again, OAL questions whether this limi-
tation also applies to the services listed
in the other eight subsections of section
1399.541.
OAL further found that PAEC failed
to document in its rulemaking file the
fact that the August 19 version of the
regulatory changes had been submitted
to the Director of the Department of
Consumer Affairs (DCA) for review and
approval, as required by Business and
Professions Code section 3 13.1 (a).
MBC's Division of Allied Health
Professions (DAHP) was scheduled to
discuss the possible resubmission of the
PA scope of practice regulations at its
November 22 meeting.
Fee Increases Approved. On June
13, OAL approved PAEC's changes to
regulatory section 1399.553, which in-
crease the approval fee for SPs from
$50 to $100, and increase the biennial
approval fee for SPs from $100 to $150.
(See CRLR Vol. 11, No. 3 (Summer
1991) p. 94; Vol. 11, No. 2 (Spring
1991) p. 89; and Vol. 11, No. 1 (Win-
ter 1991) pp. 75-76 for background
information.)
LEGISLATION:
The following is a status update on
bills reported in detail in CRLR Vol. 11,
No. 3 (Summer 1991) at page 94:
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AB 535 (Clute), as introduced Feb-
ruary 14, permits a PA acting under the
patient-specific authority of his/her phy-
sician supervisor to administer a con-
trolled substance to treat an addict for
an addiction. This bill was signed by the
Governor on July 26 (Chapter 176, Stat-
utes of 1991).
SB 1077 (Killea), as amended May
16, raises the limit of the initial license
fee for PAs from $100 to $250 and the
biennial renewal fee from $150 to $300;
raises the limit of the approval fee for
SPs from $100 to $250 and the biennial
renewal fee from $150 to $300; estab-
lishes a fee for letters of endorsement,
good standing, or verification of
licensure or approval; requires that all
Committee approvals for SPs expire at
midnight on the last day of the birth
month of the physician; and requires
MBC to establish a cyclical renewal
program for approvals. This bill also
requires PAEC to submit a report to the
legislature identifying the percentage of
funds derived from any increase in fees
permitted under this bill that are to be
used for investigations or enforcement
activities by PAEC and MBC. This bill
was signed by the Governor on October
13 (Chapter 917, Statutes of 1991).
SB 664 (Calderon), as introduced
March 5, would prohibit physician as-
sistants, among others, from charging,
billing, or otherwise soliciting payment
from any patient, client, customer, or
third-party payor for any clinical labo-
ratory test or service if the test or ser-
vice was not actually rendered by that
person or under his/her direct supervi-
sion, except as specified. This two-year
bill is pending in the Senate Business
and Professions Committee.
LITIGATION:
On June 25, the Attorney General
released Opinion No. 90-926, which
rules that only a licensed physician may
perform an abortion under California
law. Penal Code section 274 imposes a
criminal sanction for the performance
of abortions except as provided in the
Therapeutic Abortion Act of 1967,
Health and Safety Code sections 25950
through 25958. The preamble of sec-
tion 25951 of that Act states that "[a]
holder of the physician's and surgeon's
certificate.., is authorized to perform
an abortion or aid or assist or attempt an
abortion" under certain circumstances.
Although most of those circumstances
have been invalidated as unconstitu-
tional under Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113
(1973), and its progeny, the preamble
still exists. Because the various sections
of the Act have been held by the Cali-
fornia Supreme Court to be severable,
the Attorney General opined that the
preamble is valid. Regarding the au-
thority of PAs to perform abortions, the
Attorney General found that the
legislature's broad grant of authority to
physician assistants to perform any
medical services et forth in regulations
adopted by DAHP "when such services
are rendered under the supervision of a
licensed physician" (Business and Pro-
fessions Code section 3502) does not
supersede the specificity of the Thera-
peutic Abortion Act and Penal Code
section 274. The AG thus concluded
that PAs may not perform abortions in
California.
RECENT MEETINGS:
In his enforcement report at PAEC's
July 26 meeting, Executive Officer Ray
Dale noted that three PAs were disci-
plined during fiscal year 1990-91, and
that four other accusations are pending
at the Attorney General's office.
Staff member Jennifer Barnhart pre-
sented a status report on current licens-
ing statistics. As of June 30, there were
4,648 approved supervising physicians
and 2,061 licensed physician assistants.
Nancy Chavez, legislative assistant
to Senator Lucy Killea, presented SB
1190 (Killea) for discussion at PAEC's
July meeting. The bill would authorize
the licensing of midwives to give nec-
essary supervision, care, and advice to
women during pregnancy, labor, and the
postpartum period; conduct deliveries
on his/her own responsibility; and pro-
vide immediate postpartum care of the
newborn and primary reproductive
health care to essentially healthy women
during the interconceptual period. This
care would include preventive mea-
sures, detection of abnormal conditions,
procurement of a physician's assistance,
and the provision of emergency mea-
sures in the absence of such assistance,
as specified in regulations to be adopted
by a new Licensed Midwifery Examin-
ing Committee to be established within
DAHP. The purpose of Chavez' dis-
cussion was to gauge the level of
PAEC's interest in administering the
new licensing program until a new Li-
censed Midwifery Examining Commit-
tee can be established and self-support-
ing. PAEC members expressed a
number of concerns about the proposal,
but took no formal position on it at the
July meeting.
Also in July, PAEC renewed its con-
tract with Occupational Health Services,
which currently administers PAEC's
Diversion Program. The purpose of the
program is to identify and rehabilitate
PAs whose competence may be impaired
due to substance abuse. (See CRLR Vol.
10, No. 4 (Fall 1990) p. 90 and Vol. 10,
Nos. 2 & 3 (Spring/Summer 1990) p.
107 for background information.) Three
PAs participated in the program during
fiscal year 1990-91; one of those cases
is closed.
FUTURE MEETINGS:
January 10 in San Diego.
March 13 in San Francisco.






The Board of Podiatric Medicine
(BPM) of the Medical Board of Califor-
nia (MBC) regulates the practice of po-
diatry in California pursuant to Busi-
ness and Professions Code section 2460
et seq. BPM's regulations appear in Di-
vision 13.9, Title 16 of the California
Code of Regulations (CCR).
The Board licenses doctors of
podiatric medicine (DPMs), adminis-
ters two licensing examinations per year,
approves colleges of podiatric medicine,
and enforces professional standards by
initiating investigations and disciplin-
ing its licentiates, as well as administer-
ing its own diversion program for DPMs.
The Board consists of four licensed po-
diatrists and two public members.
On May 15, Assembly Speaker Wil-
lie Brown appointed Theresa D. Taylor
as BPM's new public member. Taylor is
an attorney who previously served as a
consultant to the Senate Judiciary Com-
mittee; she is currently a lobbyist whose
primary client is the State Bar.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
Enforcement Update. At BPM's
June 14 meeting, Al Korobkin and Barry
Ladendorf from the Attorney General's
office updated the Board on the purpose
and progress of the new Health Quality
Enforcement Section (HQES). HQES
was created by SB 2375 (Presley), a 37-
part bill enacted in 1990 which over-
hauls the Medical Board's discipline
system. (See CRLR Vol. 11, No. 2
(Spring 1991) pp. 81-82; Vol. 11, No. 1
(Winter 1991) pp. 66-67; and Vol. 10,
No. 4 (Fall 1990) pp. 79-80 for back-
ground information on SB 2375.) HQES
is a special unit of deputy attorneys
general which specializes in prosecut-
ing MBC and allied health program dis-
ciplinary cases. Korobkin, who is chief
of HQES, reported that HQES is cur-
rently staffed by seven attorneys in San
Diego, seven in Los Angeles, four in
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San Francisco, and four in Sacramento.
Although HQES is presently laboring
under a huge backlog of physician dis-
cipline cases, its attorneys provide onsite
training to MBC investigators and con-
sultants through monthly visits to MBC
regional offices. If a case is investigated
inadequately, it is returned to the inves-
tigator by a deputy attorney general who
informs the investigator of the addi-
tional evidence needed for prosecution.
Through HQES, the AG's office is be-
coming involved with MBC/allied
health program handling of all com-
plaints, including the review of closed
cases. Korobkin noted that more attor-
neys must be added to HQES (see supra
agency report on MBC for related dis-
cussion). At its June meeting and in
correspondence thereafter, BPM af-
firmed its commitment to stronger dis-
cipline and to funding HQES at a level
which will enable BPM to move swiftly
and effectively.
Advertisement of Specialty Board
Certification. At BPM's June meeting,
the Board discussed a proposed revi-
sion to its June 1990 policy decision
regarding podiatrist advertisement of
specialty board certification. In its June
1990 policy statement, the Board de-
cided that "it is inherently misleading
for a podiatrist to advertise a specialty
certification or other recognition of pro-
fessional superiority unless that specialty
certification or recognition is issued or
awarded by a specialty board or other
organization which is authorized or ap-
proved by an accrediting body which is
recognized by the U.S. Department of
Education."
In May 1991, the Board received a
letter from the American Podiatric Medi-
cal Association's Council on Podiatric
Medical Education (CPME), which ex-
plained while the Department of Edu-
cation is authorized to recognize ac-
crediting bodies (such as CPME), it is
not authorized to recognize professional
agencies that engage in the approval of
specialty boards for particular areas of
professional practice. Thus, BPM
amended its policy statement to pro-
hibit podiatrists from advertising spe-
cialty certifications or other recogni-
tions unless they are issued or awarded
by a specialty board or other organiza-
tion which is authorized or approved by
the CPME. Currently, the only boards
recognized by CPME are the American
Board of Podiatric Orthopedics, the
American Board of Podiatric Public
Health, and the American Board of
Podiatric Surgery.
Diversion Program. At its Septem-
ber 13 meeting, the Medical Board
agreed that its Diversion Program should
administer BPM's Diversion Program
as well, in which eight podiatrists are
currently participating. The purpose of
a diversion program is to identify and
rehabilitate licensees whose competence
is impaired due to drug or alcohol abuse.
(See supra agency report on MBC; see
also CRLR Vol. 11, No. 3 (Summer
1991) pp. 93-94;. Vol. 10, Nos. 2 & 3
(Spring/Summer 1990) p. 108; and Vol.
10, No. I (Winter 1990) p. 84 for back-
ground information.)
LEGISLATION:
The following is a status update on
bills reported in detail in CRLR Vol. 11,
No. 3 (Summer 1991) at page 95:
SB 1195 (Boatwright), as amended
August 26, permits BPM to reduce its
initial license fee by up to 50% for any
applicant enrolled in an MBC-approved
postgraduate training program or who
has completed an MBC-approved post-
graduate training program within six
months prior to the payment of the ini-
tial license fee. This bill was signed by
the Governor on October 13 (Chapter
983, Statutes of 1991).
AB 1568 (Klehs), as amended Sep-
tember 5, proposed to make numerous
changes to the Health and Safety Code,
the Insurance Code, and the Welfare
and Institutions Code, to correct the un-
intended exclusion of DPMs from pro-
visions which specifically mention phy-
sicians and surgeons. For example, this
bill would have prohibited a hospital
which contracts with an insurer, non-
profit hospital service plan, or health
care service plan from determining or
conditioning medical staff membership
or clinical privileges upon the basis of a
podiatrist's participation or nonparti-
cipation in the contract. AB 1568 was
sponsored by the California Podiatric
Medical Association; BPM took no po-
sition on the bill, affirming its mandate
to protect the public and not the paro-
chial interests of the podiatric commu-
nity. This bill was vetoed by the Gover-
nor on October 14.
SB 1004 (McCorquodale), as
amended May 7, would prohibit health
facilities from denying, restricting, or
terminating a podiatrist's staff privileges
on the basis of economic criteria unre-
lated to his/her clinical qualifications or
professional responsibilities. This bill
would define "economic riteria" as fac-
tors related to the economic impact on
the health facility of a podiatrist's exer-
cise of staff privileges in that facility,
including but not limited to the revenue
generated by the podiatrist, the number
of Medi-Cal or Medicare patients treated
by the podiatrist, and the severity of the
patients' illnesses treated by the podia-
trist. This two-year bill is pending in the
Senate Health and Human Services
Committee.
SB 664 (Calderon), as introduced
March 5, would prohibit podiatrists,
among others, from charging, billing,
or otherwise soliciting payment from
any patient, client, customer, or third-
party payor for any clinical laboratory
test or service if the test or service was
not actually rendered by that person or
under his/her direct supervision, except
as specified. This two-year bill is pend-
ing in the Senate Business and Profes-
sions Committee.
SB 1119 (Presley). Existing law re-
quires the district attorney, city attor-
ney, or other prosecuting agency to no-
tify BPM of any filings against a licensee
charging a felony, and the clerk of the
court in which the licensee is convicted
of a crime is required to transmit a copy
of the record of conviction to the Board.
As amended April 30, this bill would
expressly limit the transmittal duties of
the clerk of the court to felony convic-
tions. This two-year bill is pending in
the Assembly Health Committee.
AB 465 (Floyd). Existing law pro-
vides general civil immunity to persons
who provide information to MBC/BPM
or the Department of Justice indicating
that a licensee may be guilty of unpro-
fessional conduct or impaired because
of drug or alcohol abuse or mental ill-
ness. Existing law also sets forth spe-
cial immunity provisions relating to the
certain activities of specified health care
organizations. As introduced February
8, this bill would make the general im-
munity provisions inapplicable to the
activities which are subject to the spe-
cial immunity provisions. This two-year
bill is pending in the Senate Judiciary
Committee.
RECENT MEETINGS:
At BPM's June meeting, the Board
was introduced to Karen McGagin, Spe-
cial Assistant to the Director of the De-
partment of ConsumerAffairs. McGagin
discussed the priorities of new DCA
Director Jim Conran, and informed the
Board that DCA hopes to provide for-
mal orientation sessions for all board
members of DCA agencies.
Also in June, public member Karen
McElliott was elected BPM president for
fiscal year 1991-92; podiatrist Michael
Vega was selected vice-president.
FUTURE MEETINGS:
March 6 in Sacramento.
June 26 in San Francisco.
September 25 in Los Angeles.
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BOARD OF PSYCHOLOGY
Executive Officer. Thomas O'Connor
(916) 920-6383
The Board of Psychology (BOP) (for-
merly the "Psychology Examining Com-
mittee") is the state regulatory agency
for psychologists under Business and
Professions Code section 2900 et seq.
BOP sets standards for education and
experience required for licensing, ad-
ministers licensing examinations, is-
sues licenses, promulgates rules of pro-
fessional conduct, regulates the use of
psychological assistants, investigates
consumer complaints, and takes disci-
plinary action against licensees by sus-
pension or revocation. BOP's regula-
tions are located in Division 13.1, Title
16 of the California Code of Regula-
tions (CCR). BOP is composed of eight
members, three of whom are public
members.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
BOP Rulemaking. At its July and
September meetings, BOP discussed
two long-delayed rulemaking proceed-
ings scheduled to commence in the near
future. First, the Board must adopt regu-
lations to implement AB 4016 (Filante)
(Chapter 800, Statutes of 1988), which
prohibits psychologists from practicing
under a fictitious name unless that name
is approved by BOP. BOP attempted to
adopt regulations to establish a ficti-
tious name program in 1989, but those
proposed rules were rejected by the Of-
fice of Administrative Law in March
1990. (See CRLR Vol. 10, Nos. 2 & 3
(Spring/Summer 1990) p. 110; Vol. 10,
No. 1 (Winter 1990) p. 85; and Vol. 9,
No. 4 (Fall 1989) p. 70 for background
information.) At this writing, BOP hopes
to notice the proposed fictitious name
regulations in time for a hearing on Janu-
ary 10 in Los Angeles.
BOP also hopes to finally amend
section 1387, Division 13.1, Title 16 of
the CCR, to further define the criteria
for and responsibilities of a "qualified
primary supervisor"; specify the length
and type of required supervised profes-
sional experience; define acceptable
group supervision; and delineate the re-
sponsibilities of supervisors and
supervisees regarding the proper log-
ging of experience to ensure accurate
verification of supervised professional
experience. (See CRLR Vol. 11, No. 3
(Summer 1991) p. 96; Vol. 10, No. 4
(Fall 1990) p. 93; and Vol. 10, Nos. 2 &
3 (Spring/Summer 1990) p. 110 for
background information.) At its July 27
meeting, BOP decided to add a provi-
sion to section 1387 prohibiting a lic-
ensee from supervising a former or cur-
rent patient. At this writing, BOP does
not expect to notice these proposed regu-
latory changes until 1992.
LEGISLATION:
The following is a status update on
bills reported in detail in CRLR Vol. 11,
No. 3 (Summer 1991) at pages 96-97:
AB 1496 (Murray), as amended May
30, specifies a procedure by which a
coroner could enforce a subpoena duces
tecum for records of confidential com-
munications of a decedent subject to the
psychotherapist-patient privilege when
sought by the coroner for specified pur-
poses. This bill was signed by the Gov-
ernor on October 14 (Chapter 1092, Stat-
utes of 1991).
SB 1004 (McCorquodale), as
amended May 7, would prohibit health
facilities from denying, restricting, or
terminating a clinical psychologist's
staff privileges on the basis of economic
criteria unrelated to his/her clinical
qualifications or professional responsi-
bilities. This bill would define "eco-
nomic criteria" as factors related to the
economic impact on the health facility
of the psychologist's exercise of staff
privileges in that facility, including but
not limited to the revenue generated by
the psychologist, the number of Medi-
Cal or Medicare patients treated by the
psychologist, and the severity of the
patients' illnesses treated by the psy-
chologist. This two-year bill is pending
in the Senate Health and Human Ser-
vices Committee.
AB 1106 (Felando), as introduced
March 5, would create the Alcohol and
Drug Counselor Examining Committee
within the Board of Behavioral Science
Examiners (BBSE), and require the
Committee to adopt regulations to es-
tablish certification standards and re-
quirements relating to education, train-
ing, and experience for persons who
practice alcohol and drug abuse coun-
seling, and to grant certificates to prac-
tice drug and alcohol abuse counseling
to applicants who meet the requirements
and standards established by BBSE. This
two-year bill is pending in the Assem-
bly Health Committee.
SB 664 (Calderon), as introduced
March 5, would prohibit psychologists,
among others, from charging, billing,
or otherwise soliciting payment from
any patient, client, customer, or third-
party payor for any clinical laboratory
test or service if the test or service was
not actually rendered by that person or
under his/her direct supervision, except
as specified. This two-year bill is pend-
ing in the Senate Business and Profes-
sions Committee.
SB 774 (Boatwright), as amended
July 3, would, commencing January 1,
1995, prohibit BOP from issuing any
renewal license unless the applicant sub-
mits proof satisfactory to the Board that
he/she has completed no less than 48
hours of approved continuing educa-
tion (CE) in the preceding two years,
and require each person renewing his/
her license to practice psychology to
submit proof satisfactory to the Board
that, during the preceding two-year pe-
riod, he/she has completed CE courses
in or relevant to the field of psychology.
(See CRLR Vol. 11, No. I (Winter 1991)
p. 78 for background information.) This
two-year bill has passed both the Senate
and the Assembly and is pending in the
Senate inactive file.
At its July meeting, BOP voted to
disapprove SB 774, and directed Ex-
ecutive Officer Tom O'Connor to com-
municate its concerns to Senator
Boatwright. In an August 30 letter,
O'Connor stressed that the Board op-
poses mandatory continuing education
requirements in general, and disapproves
of the specifics of SB 774 in particular.
For example, SB 774 requires BOP to
approve CE courses, thus creating a sig-
nificant workload for Board staff, but
does not expressly permit BOP to charge
CE providers for review and approval
of the courses. Further, the bill does not
appear to permit BOP to exempt certain
psychologists who do not diagnose and
treat patients from the CE requirement.
At BOP's September meeting, a repre-
sentative from the California Psycho-
logical Association (CPA), which is
sponsoring SB 774, stated that CPA will
try to address BOP's concerns about the
bill. BOP will appoint a Board member
to work with CPA on bill language.
SB 738 (Killea), as introduced March
6, would require BOP to establish re-
quired training or coursework in the
area of domestic violence assessment,
intervention, and reporting for all per-
sons applying for an initial
psychologist's license and the renewal
of such a license. This two-year bill is
pending in the Senate Business and Pro-
fessions Committee.
LITIGATION:
In McGuigan v. California Board
of Psychology, No. 3 Civil C01084
(Third District Court of Appeal), re-
spondent BOP recently filed its brief
arguing that Dr. Frank McGuigan's pe-
tition for a writ of mandate requiring
BOP to provide him with a statement of
issues and an administrative hearing on
its denial of his 1984 application for
waiver of its license examination is moot
because, subsequent o the filing of Dr.
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McGuigan's lawsuit in 1990, BOP fi-
nally granted him a statement of issues
and an administrative hearing. (See
CRLR Vol. 11, No. 2 (Spring 1991) pp.
92-93 and Vol. 10, No. 4 (Fall 1990) p.
94 for background information on this
case.) McGuigan has argued that the
Administrative Procedure Act and fun-
damental notions of procedural due pro-
cess require BOP to afford him and
other reciprocity applicants a hearing
on its denial of exam waivers under
Business and Professions Code section
2946. Although BOP contends that
McGuigan supplied no evidence to sup-
port his contention that the circum-
stances of his case are likely to occur
again, the Board itself entertained three
such petitions for exam waivers at its
July and September meetings. (See infra
RECENT MEETINGS.) Oral argument
was scheduled for November 18 in the
Third District Court of Appeal.
RECENT MEETINGS:
At its July 27 meeting in San Fran-
cisco, BOP voted to amend its existing
Reasonable Accommodation Policy for
handicapped examinees to add that all
examinations, both written and oral, will
be administered at examination sites
which are handicapped accessible. (See
CRLR Vol. 11, No. 3 (Summer 1991) p.
97 for background information.)
Also in July, BOP appointed Execu-
tive Officer Tom O'Connor to a task
force to determine how the legislative
intent of AB 3314 (Harris) (Chapter
1005, Statutes of 1990) may be achieved.
AB 3314 requires BOP to consider the
adoption of CE requirements with re-
spect to training in substance abuse de-
tection and intervention. (See supra
agency report on BBSE; see also CRLR
Vol. 10, No. 4 (Fall 1990) p. 93 for
background information.) Although
BOP currently has no CE requirements,
the Board discussed other creative ways
of encouraging psychologists to com-
ply with the spirit of AB 3314.
At its July and September meetings,
BOP considered the petitions of three
individuals for a waiver of the Board's
licensing examination under section
2946 of the Business and Professions
Code. Section 2946 permits BOP to
waive the exam for psychologists li-
censed in other states if the require-
ments for obtaining a license in that
state were substantially equivalent o
BOP's requirements, or if the Board
determines that the applicant has made a
significant contribution to psychology
and has had at least ten years of experi-
ence. BOP denied all three petitions.
At its September 28 meeting in San
Diego, BOP discussed possible amend-
ments to section 820 of the Business
and Professions Code, to permit BOP to
require a compulsory psychological ex-
amination for licensure applicants who
appear to be impaired due to mental
illness or afflicted with a physical ill-
ness affecting competence. Current lan-
guage allows for compulsory testing of
licensees under such circumstances;
however, nothing in existing law allows
BOP to require an applicant to undergo
a psychological examination. BBSE is
considering similar legislation. This is-
sue was scheduled for further discus-
sion at the November meeting.
FUTURE MEETINGS:
March 13-14 in San Diego.




Executive Officer: Carol Richards
(916) 920-6388
The Medical Board of California's
Speech-Language Pathology and Audi-
ology Examining Committee (SPAEC)
consists of nine members: three speech
pathologists, three audiologists and three
public members (one of whom is a phy-
sician).
The Committee registers speech pa-
thology and audiology aides and exam-
ines applicants for licensure. The Com-
mittee hears all matters assigned to it by
the Board, including, but not limited to,
any contested case or any petition for
reinstatement, restoration, or modifica-
tion of probation. Decisions of the Com-
mittee are forwarded to the Board for
final adoption.
SPAEC is authorized by the Speech
Pathologists and Audiologists Licensure
Act, Business and Professions Code sec-
tion 2530 et seq.; its regulations are
contained in Division 13.4, Title 16 of
the California Code of Regulations
(CCR).
At SPAEC's June meeting, David M.
Alessi, M.D., was introduced as the
Committee's newest member. Dr. Alessi
is an otolaryngologist from Los Angeles.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
Mandatory Continuing Education.
At SPAEC's June 28 meeting, Commit-
tee members again discussed whether
to impose a mandatory continuing edu-
cation (MCE) requirement on its licens-
ees. (See CRLR Vol. 11, No. 3 (Sum-
mer 1991) p. 97; Vol. 11, No. 1 (Winter
1991) pp. 79-80; and Vol. 10, No. 4
(Fall 1990) p. 96 for background in-
formation.) The California Speech-
Language-Hearing Association recently
decided to explore the issue of manda-
tory continuing education. Any legisla-
tive proposal to create an MCE require-
ment will likely have to be a joint effort
by the professional groups and SPAEC.
The Committee passed a resolution that
continuing education should be manda-
tory for purposes of licensure renewal,
and formed a subcommittee to conduct
a survey of other states and the national
program to determine how other pro-
grams are operated and at what cost.
At SPAEC's September 6 meeting,
the MCE subcommittee reported its find-
ings. Committee member Philip Reid
offered preliminary recommendations,
suggesting a minimum requirement of
three continuing education units (CEUs)
every two years, with sponsor approval
by SPAEC. He stated that he program
could not be implemented in less than
two years, and that legislation would be
required to make continuing education
mandatory. The MCE subcommittee was
directed to begin drafting a formal pro-
posal to be discussed at SPAEC's No-
vember meeting.
Required Professional Experience.
At its June 28 meeting, SPAEC consid-
ered whether the Committee should ap-
prove a required professional experi-
ence (RPE) plan for the purpose of
enabling an individual who has already
completed the experience requirements
in another state to work while awaiting
licensure in California. Business and
Professions Code section 2530.5 ex-
empts from the licensure requirement
individuals who are completing their
RPE under a plan approved by the Com-
mittee. However, an individual with
prior experience would not be complet-
ing RPE under that provision. The Com-
mittee adopted a policy whereby no RPE
plan will be approved by SPAEC for the
purpose of exempting from the licensure
law an applicant who has completed
professional experience which qualifies
for licensure.
Treatment of Dysphagia. SPAEC
discussed swallowing disorders, known
as dysphagia, at its September meeting.
The Committee identified the impor-
tance of taking a stance on dysphagia
because it is the only area of treatment
in speech pathology which is poten-
tially fatal to clients. Committee mem-
ber and otolaryngologist David M.
Alessi explained that treatment of
dysphagia is not limited to speech pa-
thologists, but it is part of the practice
of speech pathology. Dr. Alessi was
asked to write an article for a future
SPAEC newsletter stressing the impor-
tance of developing standards for the
treatment of dysphagia, and proposing
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that all speech pathologists be required
to take continuing education in this area
prior to license renewal.
Immittance Testing. At SPAEC's
June 28 meeting, Committee Chair Rob-
ert Hall explained that position state-
ments on aural acoustic immittance
measurements have been approved by
the American Speech-Language-Hear-
ing Association (ASHA), the Califor-
nia Speech-Language-Hearing Associa-
tion (CSHA), and California Speech
Pathologists and Audiologists in Pri-
vate Practice (CALSPAPP). According
to the CSHA statement, the aural acous-
tic immittance test battery has one pur-
pose: to assess auditory function by in-
dicating the physical and physiological
status of the eardrum, middle ear, co-
chlea, seventh and eighth cranial nerves,
and the auditory pathway in the
brainstem. It is not a test of hearing,
and should only be performed by pro-
fessionally-trained audiologists (not
hearing aid dispensers).
Dr. Dennis Arnst, present at the June
meeting representing CALSPAPP and
CSHA, stated that the terms
"tympanometry," "impedance," and
"immittance" have become used inter-
changeably, but are in fact different.
Mr. Hall suggested the Committee take
care to utilize the terms accurately, and
noted that SPAEC and the Hearing Aid
Dispenser Examining Committee
(HADEC) adopted a joint statement in
January 1990 to the effect that acoustic
immittance testing for other than the
purpose of fitting or selling hearing aids
exceeds the scope of practice of a hear-
ing aid dispenser. (See CRLR Vol. 10,
Nos. 2 & 3 (Spring/Summer 1990) p.
111 for background information.)
Speech Pathology Aides. At its June
28 meeting, SPAEC continued its dis-
cussion regarding speech pathology
aides and problems of supervision. (See
CRLR Vol. 11, No. 3 (Summer 1991) p.
97 and Vol. 10, Nos. 2 & 3 (Spring/
Summer 1990) p. 111 for background
information.) The Committee decided
to modify the aide application to clarify
the licensee/supervisor's responsibili-
ties. The question of multiple supervi-
sors was also addressed. Discussion fo-
cused on who is ultimately responsible
for services performed by the aide.
SPAEC formed a subcommittee to re-
search issues concerning aides.
LEGISLATION:
SB 664 (Calderon), as introduced
March 5, would prohibit speech pa-
thologists and audiologists, among oth-
ers, from charging, billing, or other-
wise soliciting payment from any
patient, client, customer, or third-party
payor for any clinical laboratory test or
service if the test or service was not
actually rendered by that person or un-
der his/her direct supervision, except
as specified. This two-year bill is pend-
ing in the Senate Business and Profes-
sions Committee.
RECENT MEETINGS:
At its June meeting, the Committee
discussed a proposal to establish a stand-
ing subcommittee between SPAEC and
HADEC to deal with ongoing issues of
mutual interest. One issue of concern
involves alleged misrepresentations in
advertising by hearing aid dispensers.
SPAEC is pursuing remedies, but the
committees are in dispute over their re-
spective jurisdiction to monitor viola-
tions. Although HADEC has expressed
interest in the proposal, creation of the
subcommittee has been delayed indefi-
nitely due to committee member vacan-
cies on HADEC. At SPAEC's Septem-
ber 6 meeting, Committee member Gail
Hubbard reported that HADEC has only
one dispenser member. (See supra
agency report on HADEC for related
discussion.)
SPAEC is currently in the process of
developing a manual for use by Medi-
cal Board investigative staff in pursu-
ing violations of the speech-language
pathology and audiology laws and regu-
lations. The manual will attempt to de-
fine the services provided by licensees
in layperson's terms. Committee mem-
ber Gail Hubbard had completed a draft
encompassing the practice of audiology
as of the September 6 meeting. She
requested assistance from the speech
pathologists on the Committee to com-
plete a draft encompassing that specialty.
The manual will also be used in imple-
menting SPAEC's citation and fine regu-
lations. (See CRLR Vol. 11, No. 1 (Win-
ter 1991) p. 79; Vol. 10, Nos. 2 & 3
(Spring/Summer 1990) p. 111; and Vol.
10, No. 1 (Winter 1990) pp. 85-86 for
background information.)
Also in September, SPAEC Execu-
tive Officer Carol Richards announced
that she has asked legal counsel to draft
language for possible inclusion in the
Department of Consumer Affairs' 1992
omnibus bill to change SPAEC's
licensure expiration date from Decem-
ber 31 of each odd-numbered year to a
cyclical renewal system. (See CRLR
Vol. 11, No. 3 (Summer 1991) p. 97 for
background information.)
FUTURE MEETINGS:
January 24 in San Diego.
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Pursuant o Business and Professions
Code section 3901 et seq., the Board of
Examiners of Nursing Home Adminis-
trators (BENHA) develops, imposes,
and enforces standards for individuals
desiring to receive and maintain a li-
cense as a nursing home administrator
(NHA). The Board may revoke or sus-
pend a license after an administrative
hearing on findings of gross negligence,
incompetence relevant to performance
in the trade, fraud or deception in ap-
plying for a license, treating any mental
or physical condition without a license,
or violation of any rules adopted by the
Board. BENHA's regulations are codi-
fied in Division 31, Title 16 of the Cali-
fornia Code of Regulations (CCR).
Board committees include the Admin-
istrative, Disciplinary, and Education,
Training and Examination Committees.
The Board consists of nine mem-
bers. Four of the Board members must
be actively engaged in the administra-
tion of nursing homes at the time of
their appointment. Of these, two lic-
ensee members must be from propri-
etary nursing homes; two others must
come from nonprofit, charitable nurs-
ing homes. Five Board members must
represent he general public. One of the
five public members is required to be
actively engaged in the practice of medi-
cine; a second public member must be
an educator in health care administra-
tion. Seven of the nine members of the
Board are appointed by the Governor.
The Speaker of the Assembly and the
Senate Rules Committee each appoint
one member. A member may serve for
no more than two consecutive terms.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
Nursing Home Reform Act Update.
As a result of the recent settlement be-
tween the federal Health Care Financ-
ing Administration (HCFA) and
California's Department of Health Ser-
vices (DHS) regarding California's
implementation of the federal Nursing
Home Reform Act passed by Congress
in 1987, HCFA is responsible for circu-
lating guidelines implementing the fed-
eral reforms and compiling and circu-
lating changes submitted by California
and other states. (See CRLR Vol. 11,
No. 3 (Summer 1991) p. 98 and Vol. 11,
No. 2 (Spring 1991) pp. 94-95 for back-
ground information.) At BENHA's Au-
gust 14 meeting, BENHA Executive
Officer Ray Nikkel informed the Board
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